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From our keeper herd to yours...
Cascade Online Sale Consignments
from

Wild Oak Llamas

Rick and Mary Adams - Bend, OR
for bidding visit:

www.JustinTimmAuctionService.com
WOL Chiri Ronda

WOL Camryn’s Greystone

WOL Chiri Rondo X WOL Maleficent

Ollendick Farms Camryn X FVL Corraca

WOL Dancer’s Dyamond
WOL Chiri Silver Rosa

GNLC Inspirato X WOL Cleocatra’s Dancer

WOL El Sombro’s Luis

www.WildOakLlamas.com

WOL Chiri Rondo X Chilean Rosalind RDRL
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El Sombro X Ollendick Farms Brinley
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Letter from the Editor
I have heard people with a lot more life experience than me say
that they have never seen anything like this Covid-19 situation we are
living through. While there is plenty to be worried about I hope that we all
get a chance to occasionally focus on the things we have to be thankful
for. I am more grateful than ever to live where I do and have these
wonderful, calming llamas be a part of my life. In this anxious time I am
thankful that a few weeks spent almost exclusively at home has primarily
been a blessing.
From what I have heard it seems that many llama owners agree.
While everyone has been disappointed in the cancellations of the spring
shows, I have seen a lot of positive words being written about the extra
hours on the farm being afforded to us by this otherwise terrible situation.
We hope that this issue of American Llama can be a welcome
distraction; that we can help you to dream about better days in the future.
This issue features an interview and farm tour with Rick and Sharon
VanHooser of Texas, with lots of summertime photos of their large
show herd. I also describe my trip to the Midwest Llama Association
Conference, share some of the points from the presentation I gave, and
even share a few photos from my llama-tourism stop at Sugar River
Llamas. As most of you have already heard, we have postponed our
interview article with Kay Temple (Patterson) until our September issue.
After you finish this issue it might be a good time to go back and
re-read our previous issues with features on Steve & Sue Rolfing, Sherri
& Wil Tallmon, Mark & Susan Smith, and Darrel & Merlene Anderson.
Happy Reading,
-Kyle Mumford

About the Editor
Kyle Mumford and his wife Jerrika
live in Ridgefield, WA and own
Volcano View Ranch, a herd of
approximately 25 llamas.
The Mumford family has owned
llamas since 1980.
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About Our Sponsors

Gold Sponsors:
Rick and Mary Adams of Wild Oak Llamas
Rick and Mary Adams live on a beautiful 45 acre ranch
in Bend Oregon, relocating from Northern California in
2016. Their herd features a variety of industry leading
bloodlines, with multiple national champions and best
in show winners. They believe their 2020 crias may be
their best group yet and invite you to stay tuned.

www.WildOakLlamas.com
Silver Sponsors
Sonya and “Sal” (Clark) Salisbury established the Double S Llama Ranch
in Clyde Texas in August 2017. The Double S Ranch was created in part
thanks to “Steve the Llama” a large white male classic llama who spent
most of his life alone, abandoned on a farm in Baird Texas. Steve was
gifted to Sonya by her sister Kim in late 2016 and the foundation of the
Double S Llama Ranch was laid. The rest, so they say, is history!

Steve and Sue Rolfing have raised llamas for show
and packing in northwest Montana since 1979. You
can read about the history of their program and
see photos of their beautiful ranch in issue one of
American Llama Magazine.

www.DoubleSLlamaRanch.com

www.gnranch.com
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About Our Sponsors
Silver Sponsors

The “Caledonia” farm name has been in the Thornberg family
for well over 100 years spanning 5 generations. Like the
Caledonia name, an appreciation for raising quality animals
has been handed down from generation to generation.
Cameron specializes in Rebano Escondido Llamas with good
conformation, good looks, great dispositions, and fine fiber.

Mark and Susan Smith are breeders of National Champion
llamas and Southdown Sheep in Crawfordsville, Indiana.
To tour their farm and read about their illustrous careers as
livestock breeders read issue three of American Llama.

Click here to visit their farm Facebook page

www.caledoniallamas.com

Bronze Sponsors
Wil and Sherri Tallmon
Hidden Oaks Llama Ranch
Estacada, OR

Cascade Llama Sale
Jacob and Meggan Mumford
Kalama, WA

www.HiddenOaksLlamaRanch.com

www.CascadeLlamaShow.com
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Looking for the Next Piece of
Your Breeding Program Puzzle?
MSF Olivia

Mark & Susan Smith
Crawfordsville, IN

MSF Rizzo

Phone: (765) 918-1976
Email: msfllama@gmail.com
Click Here to Visit the MSF Facebook Page
Recent Photos are Posted
Many are for Sale!

Estevao x MSF Jewell's Tiffany
Our #1 juvenile female! You may
recognize her as the covergirl from
the last issue of the American Llama
Magazine. She is pictured with her
grandmother "Crown Jewell". No other female has had a greater impact on
our breeding program than this 23
year old powerhouse! We can't wait
to get Olivia's maternal brother "MSF
Rolex" a grey/white paint into the
show ring later this year.
American Llama Magazine

GNLC Crocket x MSF Serina
Our #1 juvenile male!
Rizzo's dam "MSF Serina" is one of our
elite producing females on our farm.
Her offspring include:
MSF Lindsey Vonn - 2011 National
Champion Silky female, MSF First
Down - Celebrity World Futurity
Champion, MSF Mia Hamm - Multi
Champion and BOS now owned by
Kelsee Robinson, MSF Silver Queen Our multi champion and BOS female
the past 2 years
Rizzo's sire is "GNLC Crocket" and you
know what he has done!
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Rebano Escondido:
The Hidden Herd
At Caledonia Llamas we specialize in Rebano Escondido llamas.
Rebano Escondidos are Chileans of the Argentine type, imported from
Chile by Paul and Sally Taylor prior to the Argentine importations.
They are known for:
• Dense Fiber/Fiber Coverage
• Extreme Type		
• Heavy Bone • Docile Personalities
You can see the influence of Rebano
Escondido lineage in popular herdsires like
GNLC Crocket, Doctor P, and GNLC Merlin.
Visit our website to see more photos and check
out our llamas for sale.

Caledonia Llamas
RE Doppler

Cameron Thornberg
Knox, North Dakota

RE Fantasma

www.CaledoniaLlamas.com
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American Llama Goes to Wisconsin

By Kyle Mumford

The Midwest Llama Association (MWLA) conference was held in February in La
Crosse, Wisconsin and I was honored to be in attendance to speak about American
Llama Magazine. The conference was a wonderful event with speakers on a variety of
topics including veterinary care, photography, marketing, animal evaluation, and accounting. Saturday evening brought a lively fundraising auction and dinner.
I really enjoyed meeting so many enthusiastic llama owners and spending the
weekend talking llamas. The highlight of my weekend might have been speaking to
Floyd Zopfi, the exuberant llama breeder famous for his world-record llama driving
hitch. He had a display with a large framed photo of his cart driving team set up in the
large vendor room. I mentioned that I was thinking about using my cell phone to take
a picture of the photo in his display and he dug out a stack of old printed photos of his
various driving escapades and sent me home with them. Later on at the auction he
bid on many of the items, gifting many of his purchases to other llama owners in attendance, including myself. My favorite item in the
auction unfortunately would not fit in my carry on
bag, a metal sign originally from Barry Acres Llamas, which went home with the Olsons.

Above: Barry Acres llama sign
that sold in the auction
Left: Floyd Zopfi’s Guinness
World Record Hitch. 64 llamas
and 8 horses, measuring 300’
long!
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MWLA Presentation - What We’ve Learned So Far
I was invited to speak about the magazine, how we got started with it, and what our goals are for the future. I also
took the opportunity to talk about what we have learned so far from the breeders we’ve interviewed. I thought I
would share that part of the presentation with you.

“Experience is not easily come by and many years and much hard work can be wasted by starting
from scratch instead of from the foundations which others have painstakingly established.”
-Edward Spinola
When Steve and Sue Rolfing visited the Pattersons in the early ‘80s, Richard gave Steve a copy of the book “Breeding the Racehorse” written by famed Italian horse breeder Federico Tesio. Steve mentioned it several times during
our interview, so when we returned from Montana I bought a copy. This quote is from the forward, written by Edward
Spinola, who translated the book into English. It described his reasoning for taking on the translation of the book,
and I feel it helps to illustrate why we publish these lengthy interviews.

Become a student of breeding
When we took our trip to Montana for the first issue of the magazine I admit that I thought I had this breeding thing
figured out. I grew up around llamas, had been breeding them for 15 years, and didn’t think I had much left to learn.
Since that trip, my wife and I have sold all three of the studs we owned then, and have turned over about ¼ of our
breeding herd. If there is one thing I have learned from the successful breeders we’ve talked to it’s that there is always more to learn. Writing the magazine has given me the opportunity to research llama breeding, reflect and write
about what I’ve learned, and then put it into practice in my own breeding program.
I know that llama owners have a wide variety of interests, but I think that an interest in good breeding practices
should be universal. Whether you are interested in fiber, packing, showing, performance, PR visits, or anything in
between, you should have an interest in good breeding practices. All of these activities require certain traits in an
animal; having a family history of those traits is a great way to ensure you are selecting the right animal for the job.
American Llama Magazine
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The power of selective breeding
There are several farms I could highlight for this point but I have to
start with the Rolfings of Great Northern Ranch. Their herd is very
consistent, and so extreme for size and style. Most of their herd
goes back to the animals they started with in the ‘80s, similar to
what everyone else started with in the ‘80s. The difference is they
kept at it for 40 years, keeping their best animals each year and
always selecting for Steve’s ideal packer type.
You can do just about anything you can imagine with llamas. A
few years back we decided we wanted to select for llamas that
were more laid back and more personable, and we’ve been able
to make big strides on that in just a couple of generations. You can
breed any kind of llama you’d like with enough time and resources,
so I encourage you to really think through what type of llama you
want to be creating. Breeders should have a tangible goal in mind
for the type of llama they want to be breeding.

Don’t let the fads sway you… too far
GNLC Hightower dates back to some of the original Great
Again I’m starting with the Rolfings, but I was just so impressed by
Northern breeding stock, selectively bred to perfection
the idea that they passed on full chileans and full bolivians when
they were all the rage. They eventually added a couple, but only
after Paul and Sally Taylor had carefully selected those animals in Chile and had bred them for a generation. Kay
Temple (Patterson) is another great example, she had her “No Borders, No Boundaries” program during the country
of origin fad (our interview with Kay is coming in September 2020).
Both of these breeders dabbled in the suri fad, but were unwilling to compromise the build and type of the animal to
get suri fiber. Neither of them completely ignored the fads either. Kay promoted No Borders, No Boundaries, but she
still had Chileans and Peruvians. The Rolfings got into suris as they got popular, but they weren’t willing to buy just
any suri. They didn’t sell off their old her to start a new suri herd, like some breeders did.
So whatever the next fad may be, I think it’s okay to let yourself get swayed a little, but make sure you don’t get too
far off course from what your goal is.
American Llama Magazine
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Keep some of your best production
In my opinion, the mark of a true breeder is when the majority
of their herd was bred by them. I don’t have to look past
myself for a good example on this one, I sold all of my babies
for the first ten years or so that I bred llamas and I had some
good ones during those years. It wasn’t until the last seven
or eight years that I started keeping my best females, and I
would say it was in those years that I really started to figure
things out as a breeder, and started to take it seriously.
The Rolfings herd is probably 80% to 90% bred by them,
Crown Jewell
with many of them going back 5 or more generations in their
MSF herd matriarch, dam
program. Mark and Susan Smith are good examples as well,
and grand-dam of several
probably ¾ of their female herd was bred by them.
keeper animals
This isn’t to say that if you start keeping your babies every
year that turns you into the Smiths or the Rolfings, correlation
is not causation. You have to have started out with the right stock to begin with, and then as you continue as a
student of breeding you keep back your best stock and improve your herd in a short period of time.

Advice on buying
We have several different opinions here...
I’ll start with Kay, who famously said “Buy ‘em, don’t breed ‘em”. She recommends starting with the best animals you
can afford and going from there. She told us if you have x amount of money in your budget she would rather spend
it on one great animal then on four lesser quality animals.
Sherri Tallmon told us that she and Wil were young parents when they started out, and had to stick to a budget,
Sherri remembered Andy Tillman telling her, “That’s not a bad thing, you scrutinize, you look at things differently than
someone who just goes out and buys whatever they want.”
Mark Smith said that they were bargain hunters when he and Susan started out, too. “We would buy what we could
afford,” Mark said. “I remember I was judging a show in Springfield, Illinois, it was a quad show the week after Celebrity. All the judges were sitting around having dinner and someone was asking, ‘What’s the most you’ve ever
spent on a llama?’ and I said, ‘What do you think I’ve spent?’ and a lot of them were saying probably $10,000 or
American Llama Magazine
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$15,000. And I think at the time the most I’d spent was $2,300. We would sit there and watch through the whole sale
and I would end up buying the plain brown ones that had the pedigree that I liked.”
The most extreme example in this section is Darrell and Merlene Anderson, who waited something like 15 years
from their first introduction to llamas before they bought a single one. Then when they started breeding they had
success very quickly.
So if I could try to piece all of this together my advice would be this:
When you’re first starting out, start slow. That doesn’t mean you have to wait 15 years like the Andersons. But maybe get two females in the first year instead of ten. Sometimes bred females who are 10-12 years old can be a really
good animal for a lower price. Maybe, as Mark said, you should buy the plain looking animal with great conformation
instead of the flashy high seller. Spend a year or two with them and make sure you’re in it for the long haul. Be a
student of breeding, and go to the shows even though you are still learning and you usually get 4th or 5th place.
Once you’re getting your bearings, don’t
be afraid to spend on the right male. What
exactly the right male is could be a whole
new discussion, but if you find a male that will
produce what you want, a steep price tag could
be worth it. That’s not to say that you can’t find
a great male for $1,000 or $1,500, but a great
male could be a bargain at $5,000-$10,000. How
many stellar babies does it take to recoup that
investment? Look at our two bargain shopper
examples from this section: Sherri Tallmon
bought half interest in Vigilante, he sold at
auction for $19,750 so she spent about $10,000.
A little over a year later she sold his first three
offspring for a combined $24,900. Mark Smith
didn’t tell us how much he paid for Crocket, only
that it stung quite a bit. I don’t think he’s been
regretting that purchase over the past couple
of years, just look how much the Smiths’ sold
Crocket offspring for in 2019 alone. The right
CTF Renegade’s Vigilante
GNLC Crocket
male can make a big difference.
American Llama Magazine
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An emphasis on the dam
For us this started in the first issue with Steve Rolfing, who sent
photos of six generations of his best dam line. You can see the
evolution of their herd; each generation is a bit better than the last.
Steve Rolfing said Richard Patterson told him, “You’ve got two
males you’re thinking about buying and they’re pretty close. I’d take
the lesser animal with the better dam line over the better looking
animal with the poorer dam line.” Steve added, “Over the years I’ve
liked a number of males but I just couldn’t get behind their dam line.
If he’s clearly an outlier in a dam line, I’ll pass him up no matter how
great looking he is. It’s going to throw back to, regression to the
norm, to that dam line.”
The Pattersons learned about an emphasis on the dam from the horse world, which brings us back to the book
Richard Patterson gave Steve Rolfing, ‘Breeding the Racehorse’ by Federico Tesio. In that book, Tesio said, and I
am paraphrasing here, “A great male who gives you two keeper daughters will have an impact on two babies a year,
a great female who gives you a keeper son could have an impact on 20 babies a year.”
Mark Smith said, “We’re big fans of keeping our own replacement females because we know the history on them
and know what their dams have produced. A lot of times it goes back several generations where we’ve sold very few
out of that female line.”
I have to go back to the Rolfings again, most of their herd is out of a few key females, and even more of their herd is
distantly related to a few foundation females.
I’m still working this one out, and I’m obviously contradicting myself some because I just told you to spend big on
the right male, not the right female. I would say this section is a part of my ongoing training as a student of breeding.
But in my mind I have started to redefine the term “foundation female”. Many people, myself included, have used
that term to mean all of your breeding females. To me, it now means only those females who are going to contribute
multiple daughters, and maybe even a son, to my breeding program. That is the kind of female I would be willing to
spend a bit more on.
Of course it can be hard to identify that female, especially if she is a eight month old maiden. That is where family
history comes in. Look at the mother, and the sisters and brothers, and the aunts and uncles. See if they are
producing the type you are looking for. If you see consistency here you have a decent chance at a true foundation
female.
American Llama Magazine
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Take what you do seriously
Many of the breeders fit this well, but Rick and Sharon VanHooser are at the
top of my mind. I was so impressed by how seriously they take their llama program, the work they put into it, and their drive to be the best. I do understand
that for many of us the llama thing is a hobby, and hobbies should be fun. So if
you don’t have the motivation to go on four hours of sleep so that your llama is
perfectly groomed I understand that. If what you’re passionate about is going
on PR visits, then taking that seriously looks a lot different from the commitment
Rick and Sharon have to training and showing. But in a broader way, I think we
should all have some goals we want to accomplish, and outline some steps we
can take toward achieving them.

Don’t be afraid to try something new
Sherri Tallmon had been successfully breeding silky and suri llamas for
many years when she decided to dive head first into classics. And she’s
continued to breed both types with success. She has also done about
every other thing you can imagine with llamas, like cart driving, and PR
visits to every place, and fiber products.

You don’t have to be a big farm to have a big impact
Steve and Sue Rolfing have put a GNLC animal in just about every
HI TRL Megyn
major breeding program. They have made an impact in the show llama
circuit and the pack llama world. Many of the top breeding males in the
country were either bred by them, or are out of an animal that was bred by them. They have accomplished this while
producing less than 20 babies a year during their 40 years in llamas.
Federico Tesio, the world famous racehorse breeder who has been mentioned a few times in this piece, averaged
around 12 foals a year during his breeding career.
I enjoyed my time at the MWLA conference, and I had one more stop before I flew out on Sunday afternoon.
American Llama Magazine
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Before my flight left on Sunday the Soukups were kind enough
to allow me to visit their farm, located about an hour from the
conference. Many of the lessons I described in “what we’ve
learned so far” were on full display at Sugar River Llamas. I
didn’t have the time, or the weather, to do a full feature article
on the Soukups but I wanted to share a few of the photos
from my visit with you, to wrap up this article on my time in
Wisconsin.

A Short trip to
Sugar River Llamas
Lyndon Station, WI

Noticia

SRLL ESTORIA
American Llama Magazine

SRLL MURIELLE

SRLL tavia

SRLL NADINE
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Starr alliance

SRLL Nigel
SRLL MARGHERITA

SRLL Nolo Contendre

SRLL MARTINGALE
SRLL Tyene

American Llama Magazine

SRLL FA’IZ

SRLL Mona
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CTF Renegade’s Vigilante
(BAL Renegade X CTF Princess Delaney)
2008 Herdsire
Co-owned with:
Steve and Sue Rolfing of Great Northern Ranch

Offs

pring
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ble

HI TRL Vaughn

(HI TRL 6-3-0 x UC Poka)
2014 Classic “Ccara” Herdsire
Owned by:
Al & Sondra Ellis of Highline Trail Llamas

Wil and Sherri Tallmon
Estacada, Oregon
503. 710.7541 or 503.630.5173
hiddenoaksllamaranch@msn.com
American Llama Magazine
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Cascade Llama Sale Preview
Due to crowd restrictions the Cascade show was canceled, but the sale
continues online! Visit www.cascadellamashow.com for more info.

RGA Blackhawk’s Boss (Male)
GNLC Blackhawk X PH Lily

Tigress MVVR
GHLC Wild Nights x FGL Chilean Sangria

QT Pi MU03
Mach’s High Stakes Gambler x Qmera

WOL Chiri Ronda
WOL Chiri Rondo x WOL Maleficent

American Llama Magazine

RGA Mach’s Alyssum
Argentine Mach One x Lucky Flush ABSR

WOL Chiri Silver Rosa
WOL Chiri Rondo x Chilean Rosalind RDRL

WOL Dancer’s Dyamond
GNLC Inspirato x WOL Cleocatra’s Dancer

Mckenzie Lake Chinook Wind (Male)
Mach’s Desert Wind x Mckenzie Lake Talent Scout
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Cascade Llama Sale Preview
Due to crowd restrictions the Cascade show was canceled, but the sale
continues online! Visit www.cascadellamashow.com for more info.

Paisley Obsession
Argentine Spotted Obsession x Spotless

WOL El Sombro’s Luis (Male)
El Sombro x Ollendick Farms Brinley
American Llama Magazine

WOL Camryn’s Greystone (M)
Ollendick Farms Camryn X FVL Corraca

Mach’s Mariah
Argentine Mach One x Whynot

RGA Blackhawk’s Poppy
GNLC Blackhawk x Lumberjack’s Petunia

Lord Bentley SKLL (Male)
Argentine Champana Gris x Pecos’ Bella

Willa MU03
Mach’s High Stakes Gambler x Waziata

FPL Charolotte
Sijama Jaharee x FPL Chantrelle
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R & G AC RE S

“ WH E R E Q U A LIT Y LLAM A S AR E P RODU CED”

Available
For Sale

Junior
Herdsire
(Not For Sale)

Privately

Consigned
Cascade Llama
Sale 2020

HOLR VIGILANTE’S ARMANI

RGA OBSIDIAN’S GERONIMO

MERLIN’S OBSIDIAN X LUMBERJACK’S PETUNIA
BORN - AUGUST 26, 2018

Website: www.rgacres.net
Email: rwilkinson@bendcable.com
Phone: 541-410-9447
American Llama Magazine

CTF RENEGADE’S VIGILANTE (ET) X ACAISHA
BORN - JUNE 21, 2018
(OWNED JOINTLY WITH RICK & MARY ADAMS)

RGA BLACKHAWK’S BOSS

GNLC BLACKHAWK X PH LILY
BORN - SEPTEMBER 6, 2018

Ron & Gail Wilkinson
61542 Ward Road
Bend, Oregon 97702
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with Ron Wilkinson, ILR President
Note: A regular feature of the American Llama Magazine is a question and answer segment with
ILR President Ron Wilkinson. If you have questions that you would like answered in future issues of
the magazine, please submit them to the editors who will pass them along.
What is National Llama Appreciation Day?
The ILR Board of Directors has joined with GALA (Greater Appalachian Llama and Alpaca
Association) in designating June 21 as National Llama Appreciation Day. With the widespread and increasing public interest
in all things llamas this marks a special time to increase public awareness of the history and exceptional qualities of llamas.
It’s a time to celebrate llamas in your local communities. GALA has designated June 21 as National Llama Day for several
years, however, there has not been widespread acknowledgement by llama owners from coast to coast. We are hopeful
with the efforts of GALA and additional promotion by ILR we can make this truly a nationwide celebration.
June 21 is on Sunday this year, should we limit our planning to events just for the
21st?
Actually, many of us are envisioning this more as “llama appreciation week”. We would encourage you to plan activities in your community in the week leading up to National Llama
Appreciation Day. You have to figure out what will work for your farm or your local llama
group. I know in central Oregon, where I live,
our 3rd Annual Central Oregon Llama Field Day is
planned for Saturday, June 20. We will be promoting it for the next three months as we encourage
a huge public turn-out for a day of hands-on experiences and education for young and old alike
with llamas. Our stated goal is: “Fun, Educational,
Hands-On, and Free”.

American Llama Magazine
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What sort of activities are others considering?
This list is by no means all inclusive, but some of the things I have heard others planning include:
1) Nursing home and library visits with llamas
2) Farm/ranch open houses with llamas to handle and llama products available to purchase
3) Llamas at local feed stores with an opportunity for hands on activities
4) Llama Fun Days – with a variety of activities involving llamas
5) Community posters or displays with fun facts about llamas
6) School visitations
7) Local llama coloring contests
8) Llama essay contests
9) Visits to summer park program for kids
10) Offer to bring llamas to neighborhood get-togethers or kid’s birthday parties
Should our activities be just for fun or should they be educational too?
We believe that every opportunity that you get to inform the public about llamas is a good thing. But it is important to take
advantage of the opportunity to get facts into the hands and minds of the general public about llamas, what the need, what
they can do, how do you properly treat them, what are the rewards from forming a relationship with a llama, facts about animal husbandry practices, etc. Of course we all encounter so much misinformation in the public about llamas and livestock
in general. This celebration is a great time to plan how you can better educate the public. There are several organizations
out there that are working hard to convince the public that normal and good husbandry practices with livestock are bad.
The spread lies and misinformation with limited real knowledge about the practices. This is your chance to counter that.
Should we just focus on the positives or should we share some of the challenges of raising llamas?
We would encourage the focus to be primarily positive, however, the reality is that we do not want to create the idea that
everyone should have a llama in their apartment or backyard. Livestock need some space and require attention 365 days a
year. So we would recommend an honest dialog about raising animals.
Will this become an annual celebration?
Our hope would be that we have coast-to-coast participation and everyone has fun and cannot imagine not doing it
annually. Hopefully it becomes an annual celebration for all of us!

American Llama Magazine
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Volcano View Ranch

Kyle and Jerrika Mumford - Ridgefield, WA

GNLC
Switchfoot

Undeniable

Herdsire
Sire: Besakih
Dam: Unbelievable

Lead Herdsire
Sire: GNLC Merlin
Dam: Wild West Blu Moon

Cascade
Consignment

Tigress MVVR

Sire: GHLC Wild Nights
Dam: FGL Chilean Sangria

www.VolcanoViewRanch.com
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Bully Boy - The Rolfings’ Most Impressive Sale

By Kyle Mumford and Sue Rolfing

Steve and Sue Rolfing of Great Northern Ranch are no strangers to
high-profile, high-dollar llama transactions. In Issue One of American Llama
Magazine we told you about their six-figure sales of GNLC Catman, GNLC Prospectus, and GNLC Liberty Valence. Believe it or not, in our comprehensive 40
page write-up of their journey with llamas, we left out what might have been
their most impressive sale.
“Bully Boy, now that’s a price record that will probably never be broken!”
Steve said as we visited in the summer of 2018 and talked about Great Northern’s top llama sales. “He was gray and gorgeous, really pretty, but he was a
gelding.”
The Rolfings purchased Bully Boy from Les and Jan Davis in Southern
Montana. Expecting he would grow up to be their herdsire, they named him
after the top bull at Steve’s uncle’s cattle breeding farm. But when Bully Boy the
llama started breeding, nobody got pregnant.
That summer Dr. LaRue Johnson DVM, renowned for his llama program at
Colorado State U., brought students to do a pack trip with the Rolfings.
“LaRue helped me get a sperm sample from Bully Boy,” Steve said. “When
we looked at it under my vet’s microscope, the sperm were all messed up except
for just one live one. I said ‘Grab it!’
“He was just a gorgeous boy but in the end I gelded him, trained him to
pull a cart and took him to Hartman’s auction.”
Bully Boy was consigned as a cart-trained gelding. They hoped to get
$1,500, or at least to cover the cost of the cart and entry fees.
Steve remembered, “It was 1988 and things were really rolling in the
llama industry. I hopped in the cart, rode it onto the stage, and sold him for
$17,000!”
Sue added, “Nobody had ever seen a llama pull a cart! The bidding went
crazy and Irv Kesling won. Irv had a lot of llamas at his RV park in Kokomo, Indiana, and he wanted Bully Boy to do PR there.”
“To sell a gelding llama for $17,000 . . . those were heady times,” Steve said
with a smile.
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Bully Boy was Great
Northern's Llama of
the Year in 1988, and
commemorated with a
coffee mug (above). From
1985 to 1993 the mugs
were hand made and
painted by the Rolfings'
neighbors, Robert and Anne
Scott Markle, as Christmas
gifts for their buyers. The
collection includes their
first packer, first female,
Catman and other herdsires,
and Sinopah, the mother of
seven live twin sets.
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Triple V Ranch
An Interview and
Farm Tour With

Rick and Sharon
VanHooser
By Kyle Mumford
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In the outskirts of Fort Worth, Texas, nestled
among miles of gorgeous hay farms, show horse
farms and cattle ranches, sits one of the largest
llama herds in North America. Rick and Sharon
VanHooser, the owners of Triple V Ranch, have
been in the llama business since 2003 and now
boast a gorgeous herd with nearly 150 head, more
if you include alpacas. As we made the trip west
from our hotel in Dallas to Poolville we passed by
ranch after ranch; some had modest homes, others
had million dollar mansions. We drove through
nearby Weatherford, known as the cutting horse
capital of the world, with one of the most beautiful
buildings I’ve ever seen, the historic Parker County
Courthouse.
The VanHooser’s ranch is made up of 200
acres of gently sloping pasture, the majority of
which was blanketed with ankle high green grass
when we visited last July. As far as the eye could
see it was lush grass and the occasional tree; this
part of Texas is a lot greener than this Washingtonian expected.
After being let through the front gate we
found ourselves in a Triple V Ranch traffic jam,
driving slowly behind a group of alpacas that are
allowed to graze on the long, sandy driveway. We
saw a pen with a few mini-donkeys and mini-horses, as well as a few paddocks of male llamas as we
crawled along behind the meandering alpacas. We
parked between the big barn and the VanHooser’s
home, which is set up in the middle of the large
female pasture.
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We started our tour in the main barn,
which held a few studs, several paddocks
of moms with babies, some baby goats,
and a zebra for good measure. All of the
paddocks were decent sized with mostly
sand bedding, and each had a gate at the
end to let the group out into a pasture.
They all had large shaded pens in the barn
as well as access to misters and fans to help
with the Texas heat.
We stopped in to get a look
at Manigual de Temuco, one of the
VanHoosers’ herdsires. He is a big solid guy
with tons of lower leg wool, and flashy
black and white markings; it should come
as no surprise that his sire is Argentine Don
Manigual de Temuco
Zunca. Our next stop on the tour was with
Zeebee the zebra, she also has a solid build
and flashy black and white markings. It’s
not every day that someone asks you if you
want to pet a zebra, so we did not pass up
the opportunity.
In the next pen we found moms and
babies. The moms were mostly relaxing
in the barn, but the babies were happily
walking around and greeted us. The first
few babies I asked about all had the same
sire, Sapaveco’s Invitation Only. Vinny, as
they call him, was down at the end of the
barn, his long suri locks were flowing as
he paced the fence line. He has thick suri
locks from his head to his toes, and that
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Cria: TVR Invitation’s Verity
Dam: Abra Kadabra Lady
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gorgeous silver color that everyone loves. He has good size, good bloodlines,
and all the flash in the world. He was bred in Texas by the Bensons; he caught
the VanHoosers’ eyes at some local shows but they were told he was not for
sale. He later sold as a part of the Bensons’ herd dispersal to Mark and Susan
Smith. The Smiths found themselves with a large number of males after that
herd acquisition, and offered Vinny for sale at a show that the VanHoosers
attended. Sharon told Rick, “We need to get him bought”, and that they did. I told
the VanHoosers that Vinny is good enough to be a name male in the industry,
and they need to step up the promotion on him. If you haven’t seen Invitation
Only since his showring days, let me tell you that he turned out good and he’s
throwing some very nice babies.

TVR Vegas Invitation
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A Little Bit of Everything
As we looked around at the breeding herd the
theme of the day seems to be variety. Argentines,
silkies, suris, light wool, heavy wool, and medium
Sapaveco’s
wool llamas were dispersed throughout the pastures. Invitation Only
When we asked Sharon about their breeding goals
she said, “Basically what I’m looking for is the conformation. The topline,
the neck shoulder juncture, and a good tail set. You want bone, it doesn’t
have to be Argentine bone… I want eye appeal and fiber too. I mean we
all want the all-in-one, ‘wow’ animal. That’s the reason there’s so many
here, because you have to get that certain cross.” It occured to me that
we all try to mix our animal’s strengths and weaknesses to get the total
package, but few of us have over 100 animals from a variety of genotypes
and phenotypes to accomplish that goal. Sharon continued, “Until you get
that certain cross you’re not going to get that wow baby, and there’s very few wow babies born..
not every baby that hits the ground is a show baby. We’re looking for a wow show baby, but not
every baby is going to be that.”
The biggest “wow” baby of the day, in my opinion, was a daughter of the previously
mentioned Invitation Only. Vinny sure put his mark on this one, with her long fringy ears
and extreme fiber coverage. We casually asked if they might consider selling her and Sharon
responded, “Sure, but you’re gonna have to write a big check for her!”
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TVR Cuzco

TVR Godiva
Bunny

TVR My Buddy

TVR Kondor’s
Zeus

American Llama
Magazine
TVR Tarbaby’s
Starlite

TVR Lady
Gwen’s Tinkerbell

TVR Kondor’s
Ultimate Smoke

TVR Sky’s Invitation
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As varied as the VanHooser herd is in terms of type, it is even more diverse when
it comes to genetics. Throughout the day Rick tried to convince us that the llamas were
mostly Sharon’s thing, and then he would tell us about every animal’s grandparent or greatgrandparent that was a semi-popular line ten years ago. I have met quite a few spouses
who are only involved with llamas to support their partner, that is not Rick VanHooser. A
few animals were pointed out as offspring of suris like Newevo or Painted Smile. Other
animals went back to more traditional lines like The Canadian or MCF Etol. One of my
favorite pedigrees belongs to Dream Bunny, an animal the VanHoosers acquired when
CarolAnn Tallmon dispersed her herd. Dream Bunny comes from Kennel Llamas’ Bunny line.
Her dam, Gray Bunny, produced 10/10 female babies. A similar variety of bloodlines can
be found in the male herd, where the VanHoosers have sons of GNLC Dom, Argentine Don
Dream Bunny
Zunca, Newevo, BAL Quest, Tapa De Seda, Argentine Kobra, and Champagner; as well as
multiple sons of GNLC Merlin, LAMS Nutcracker and KVF Timone’s Pride.
As the day wore on it started to get hot, though only in the low 90s which is somewhat mild for Texas in July. We made
our way to Sharon’s air conditioned work room in the barn to talk llamas and work through the questions I had written up
for the interview.
Out at the Barn
We started with their previous experience in livestock and how they got involved with llamas. Both Rick and Sharon
grew up showing livestock. Sharon said, “I showed halter horses in my younger years... I barrel raced, I roped, I team penned,
I’ve done reining, pleasure, the rodeo queen deal, all of that.” Rick added, “I was showing horses at 7 years old. And then I
rodeoed and bull dogged until I went to college and my college coaches found out and told me they were going to take my
scholarship away, and then I tore my knees up and couldn’t ever do it again. We raised cattle here, my dad bought this place
in ‘62 and we’ve always had some goats and cows. We didn’t ever live here but we came out on the weekends and stuff. My
dad and I had about a hundred head of cattle at one point in different places.”
After they were married, Sharon continued to rodeo and they kept a herd of around 60 horses. Sharon remembered,
“I went to work and when I got off at five I went to the barn. I rode 3-4 horses at night and would walk in at 10:30 or 11
o’clock at night to go to sleep, take a shower, go to work, and then back out to the barn. And then you’re gone all weekend. I
worked eight to five all week and went 1,500 miles on the weekend and there were days we pulled into the driveway just in
time for me to get a shower in for work. But that was the life that I lived. I never had any kids because of it; I was on the road
and gone all the time.”
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TVR Females

White Star’s Pixie Dust
FFF Casta Spell
Ledgestone’s Divinity

HOLR Linda’s
Royal Princess
TVR Baldacci’s
Tippy Top

TVR Sensational

Starlet’s Luck
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MGF In My Solitude

Ultimate Elegance

TVR Don-Nah
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TVR
males
LAMS Nut’n Like a Party
Sapaveco’s
Invitation Only

TVR Kondor’s Ferrero
GVL Nutcracker’s Fast and Furious
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PF Pride’s Royal Flush
TVR Gold ‘N’ Glow
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“I Don’t Want 50 Llamas Running Around Here”
Sharon has always had a passion for animals. During our
interview she took a break to bottle feed some baby kittens. At the
time of our tour the VanHoosers also had baby goats, mini-donkeys,
mini-horses, a group of well trained miniature schnauzer dogs, and
even a Zebra. It was this broad love of animals that initially drew
Sharon to llamas. “I was just driving by one day and saw this llama
and I came home and I said, ‘I want a llama, they are pretty cool
looking.’ And Rick said, ‘Well I don’t care, but what do you want it for?’
and I said, ‘Just a pasture ornament.’ So I was out working, I was in
sales, and I come around this corner and there was this pasture full
of llamas. And I thought surely with all those llamas they have one
they’ll sell. I just got out and walked up to the door and knocked
on the door and said, ‘Do you have any llamas you want to sell?’ I
came home and got Rick and took him over there to look at them.
I brought three home. And he said, ‘I don’t want 50 llamas running
around here.’ Well now we have 150.”
The door Sharon knocked on belonged to Cheryl and Tom
Cave, well known breeders at the time. Rick said, “Cheryl and Sharon
are still real good friends. She’s still got a couple of llamas. We bought
several females from her. And that’s where Manigual came from.
We started out by buying half of him.” Manigual de Temuco was an
import from the Taylor’s Temuco project, and a son of Argentine Don
Zunca. He served as their primary herdsire for the first several years of
their program. They still own Manigual, and he is in excellent health
at nearly 20 years of age. They have kept ten of his daughters, and are
still breeding him.

TVR Rachel Alexandra
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Keeper daughter of
Manigual de Temuco
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As their interest in llamas increased, the VanHoosers slowed down their horse breeding
and showing program. Sharon’s spine began to feel the effects of innumerable hours spent
riding, and she had two separate back operations. Sharon remembered, “The doctor told me
I had to slow down my riding or I wouldn’t be riding at all.” After having spent the majority of
her life showing and training horses as her primary passion, Sharon started to put the same
intensity into her llama program. She got into llama shows, participating in halter, performance,
and fleece classes. Most llama owners are passionate about their llamas, but only a select
number seem to have the drive to be one of the best llama breeders, and build a nationally
renowned show program. In the early days of their program this is what Rick and Sharon set out
to do, and they haven’t slowed down since.

“I lived under
mentors. I went and
took lessons. I had
them constantly
coaching and nitpicking me because
that’s the only way
you can advance
is to know what
you’re doing wrong
and learn from
it and be able to
correct it. You can’t
advance if you don’t
know.”

Learning the Ropes
When she started competing in performance classes Sharon expected to use her
experience as a horse trainer and place well immediately. She remembered thinking, “I trained
horses, I can train a llama to do the performance.” She continued, “Well, I went out there and I
didn’t place. And then I got upset because I’m very competitive. And I was like, ‘Well my animal
is doing it but I’m not placing.’ But you don’t think about the short, tight lead that you get
docked at every obstacle. It’s the little things, just about 90% of them are handler errors. It’s the
way you approach and handle the animal on the obstacle.”
Sharon talked about how she sought out other llama owners who could help teach her
the differences between showing horses and showing llamas, like the tight lead penalty in
obstacle courses. Sharon continued, “You see the comments on Facebook, ‘People get a mentor,
people get a mentor.’ So many people try to do it on their own and they don’t know and they
make so many mistakes… I’ve got probably 49 years of showing experience, and whether I
was doing barrel racing, or reining, or western pleasure I lived under mentors. I went and took
lessons. I had them constantly coaching and nitpicking me because that’s the only way you can
advance is to know what you’re doing wrong and learn from it and be able to correct it. You can’t advance if you don’t know.
And a lot of people don’t want to hear, ‘This needs to be fixed’ or ‘You need to improve on that’. They want to hear about
how great they did. If you want to win then we’ve got to work on it. And when I mentored kids I hammered them. But it’s
like, ‘Do you want to do this for fun?’ If you do then just show up and I’ll throw the llama out on the lead when you go in the
ring. Or do you want to win? If you want to win then we’ve got to work at it... I’ve had a lot of people help me over the years,
so that’s what I try to do is to help people that are willing to learn.”
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Putting in the Work
One way that Sharon works at her craft is by exhibiting in
showmanship classes. Rick and Sharon had a great back-and-forth Rick: March Madness
that may convince me to dust off my showmanship clothes this
Sharon: I think March Madness would have to be my favorite...
spring.
R: Because the competition is so great.
S: You have the best of the best there. When you have 390
Rick: “That’s why she shows showmanship, its practice for
animals there.
showing halter animals. And that’s what a lot of people don’t
R: Even for us we’re just hoping to place because those are the
do. It was a tough class at March Madness, and at the Gathering.
biggest classes there are now.
And you won the Gathering didn’t you? Most people don’t want
S: When you show up to those shows and can at least get on
to mess with it, but that’s what keeps you tuned up to show the
the line you’ve accomplished something. It doesn’t matter if
animals.”
it’s fourth, fifth or sixth, you’ve accomplished something just
getting on the line. Now we all want to be in the number one
Sharon: “A lot of people don’t know how to show their
spot, but just to get on that line with the quality of animals
animal to make it look its best. You can hide a lot of stuff with
and what some people have paid for these animals, that’s an
grooming and show cuts and in the way you set your animal up.
accomplishment.
Presentation is everything. And that’s what a lot of people don’t
R: Because we’ve scratched our way to get where we are.
know how to do, is present their animal to get on those upper
placings. Showmanship helps you learn how to show your animal
to the best of its ability on that given day.”
Rick: “How many times have you heard judges say if this animal would have been squared up and presented better it would
have won? It’s all in what you do to get it ready to present it. You
can’t just go out there and learn it in the show ring you have to
practice at home. I don’t know how many times I’ve heard a judge
say if it would have been presented better or stood up when
they’re going down the line.”
Sharon: “I tell people I can sell you my best llama out there, my best
show llama out there that I’ve won everything with, and you can take it in the
ring but I can’t guarantee you’ll win with it, if it’s not groomed or presented
properly. This industry is no different than any other; you do have to pay your
dues and you do have to build your name. And it’s all part of it. And people
have to work for it. Nothing is given to anybody and if you’re not willing to put
in the work, do the time, pay the dues, you won’t succeed at it.”

Favorite Show
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Hitting Their Stride
The Triple V breeding herd has
grown since 2003 from a small handful
of llamas to one of the largest herds in
the country with nearly 150 llamas. Most
of this growth came from that same
competitive drive that the VanHoosers
have to win in all facets of their llama
operation, including halter classes. As we
talked about purchasing animals Sharon
said, “I don’t care how many llamas you
have, if you’re going to do this and you’re
going to be competitive you always have
to be shopping. You’re always shopping.
Doesn’t necessarily mean you have to buy,
but you’re always looking. Looking for
how to improve what you have. Because
Spicey’s Gallant Pride
if you’re not shopping then you’re not
serious about it.”
A couple of recent purchases have allowed Rick and Sharon to achieve
the results that they dreamed about when they started showing llamas.
Spicey’s Gallant Pride, a KVF Timone’s Pride son, has excelled in all areas of
his show career. He has several halter Grand Championships, Best of Shows,
futurity wins, and his ILR-SD Certificate of Championship in halter. He also has
been successful in fiber and performance classes. His versatility led him to
win the “All American Llama” award at the 2018 ILR Gathering. Gallant Pride
hasn’t sired any offspring yet because, as Rick put it, “We have not bred him
yet because Sharon won’t stop showing him.”

All American Llamas
Gallant Pride is one of four winners
of the All American Llama award
that Sharon has exhibited.
The others are:
TVR Captain Vic Wishbone
TVR Mainstay’s Durango
TVR Eclipse O’de Moon
TVR Eclipse O’de Moon is also the
only llama in Texas to hold an ALSA
Elite Non-Breeder Championship.

Spicey’s Gallant Pride
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Their most impressive show animal to date is GNLC
Sabrego. Sabrego is the last offspring from the now legendary
combination of GNLC Merlin and GNLC Silver Lining that
produced GNLC Hightower and GNLC Crocket among others.
If his show record is any indication, Sabrego could end up
being the best of them all. He has 19 Grand Championships, 7
Reserve Championships, and boasts futurity wins at LFA, MLM,
and NAILE. He is a two time ILR-SD National Champion and
was crowned Best of Show at the ultra-competitive MLM in
2019. He has won everything there is to win; now it is time to
see if his offspring will do the same. The VanHoosers have him
bred to a dozen of their best females for 2020.
I have to admit that I walked right by Sabrego as we
were touring the farm. He was kept in a pen with other males,
in a row of several paddocks of females, so I don’t think I
realized I was looking at a stud. He was a nice looking animal,
but the VanHoosers have lots of nice looking animals. It wasn’t
until Sharon put him on a halter that my socks were blown
off. That male knows how to strut his stuff, and he has a lot of
great traits to show off. The transition of gray fiber to white
fiber is perfectly placed to accentuate his long swan neck. He
stands square and alert, and is very responsive to Sharon’s
slightest pressure on the lead line. This boy is a pro, it’s no
wonder he was so hard to compete with in the show ring.
GNLC Sabrego
Both Rick and Sharon listed Sabrego as their favorite
animal, and the archetype for their breeding program. Sharon
was also quick to point out that no animal is perfect, and could tell me a couple of minor flaws she has to think about while
showing him. Not every breeder has the guts to look at their favorite llama and pick them apart, I was impressed by her
dedication to staying impartial and evaluating her herd. As we talked about Sabrego, Rick told us, “Everybody’s waiting to
see what we get out of him. Everyone’s asking, ‘Did you breed him?’ Either that or they’ll say, ‘What will it take to buy him?’
We’ve had several opportunities to sell him but I’m like, ‘I’ll just spend the money and I won’t have him.’ I’m excited to see
what we get out of Sabrego because I could have made a lot of money selling him.”
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The next generation: Tesio & Brunello

GNLC Tesio

dob 7/2/18 • Sijama Ikandy x GNLC Lady Luck
49.5˝ withers x 78˝ poll at 21 months

GNLC Brunello

dob 7/21/17 • GNLC Merlin x GNLC Valentina
49.5˝ withers x 78˝ poll at 33 months

Steve & Sue Rolfing • Columbia Falls, Montana • www.gnranch.com • Since 1979
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While none of the other llamas at the ranch have
quite reached Sabrego’s level of achievement there are
many home-grown show winners at Triple V. Starstrukk,
our cover animal, is a perfect example. During her show
career she earned 15 Grand Championships and two
Best of Shows.

Costume
Sharon doesn’t just show halter, performance,
fleece, and showmanship, she is also passionate
about the costume class at the Houston Livestock
Show where they offer a $500 prize to the winner.
Rick: Have you ever seen what I had to build her for
costume? We did a tractor one year and last year we
did a train with a coal car.
Sharon: I did a short stack, as they call it, with 2
llamas.
Rick: I offered to pay her $500 not to do it, but she
still insists on doing the costume class.

TVR Tarbaby’s Starstrukk
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The first of the Sabrego offspring have arrived since our visit, and the
VanHoosers are thrilled with the pair of flashy males he has started with.
One is a stout, gray suri out of a Nutcracker daughter named GVL Zenyatta;
Sharon said he reminds her of a young GNLC Crocket. The other is a striking
paint out of White Star’s Pixie Dust, a suri appaloosa. They expect 10 more
Sabrego offspring this year.
GNLC

Sabrego is one of many GNLC animals at Triple V Ranch. Sharon listed
becoming the “GNLC Southern branch” as one of her main goals for their
llama program. The first GNLC animal to join the herd was GNLC Infiniti, a
silver, suri GNLC Dom son. He was purchased from the Hefleys and Laura
Barksdale in Texas. He is still alive and in production today at 17 years old,
GNLC Sabrego
but that has not always been a likely bet. A few years back he punctured a
hole in his pallet and the University veterinarian recommended that he be
Rick: My favorite animal? Sabrego. Sabrego is
euthanized. Sharon refused and brought him back home to see if he might
the way that I think winners should look.
breed a few more times before his health started to fail. Several years later,
with some ongoing special care, he is still going strong.
Sharon: I like the “look at me”, his presence.
Rick credits GNLC Merlin
with really kicking off their love
of GNLC animals. “It started when
I saw Merlin when (the Rolfings)
had him at Celebrity,” Rick
remembered. “Sue was standing
on a chair to hold him and they
were the same height. And then
I went over and kept looking and
looking and he was just cool. He
looked like a pack llama, which
he was... He was just a big guy.
But that’s when, in my mind, I
Sabrego x Pixie Dust
Sabrego x Zenyatta
thought, ‘Man, I could take this
GNLC Infiniti
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and cross with my suris that have the look and the fiber and
the color and all that and get some size out of them.’”
Sharon added, “I looked at him and said, ‘Seriously?!
You’re nuts.’ He said, ‘He’ll be the number one herdsire in
the United States.’ And that was before anybody was talking
about Merlin. It’s not the first time Rick has proved me wrong,
and he did.”
Rick talked to Steve Rolfing at Celebrity and asked to be
informed about any future Merlin offspring that became available. GNLC Mainstay was the first Merlin son born, weighing
a whopping forty-four pounds, and he went to Triple V Ranch
after weaning. Mainstay is a big, suri guy with amazing ears.
He stood in the shade while Rick scratched his withers. He had
a successful show career before retiring to the breeding pen,
including a unanimous Celebrity World Futurity win in 2012.
He has since produced multiple champions himself. Today he
is one of three Merlin sons, along with three Merlin daughters,
that the VanHoosers own. That is a very impressive feat when
you consider how sought after those direct offspring are, and
that there were only 44 produced before Merlin passed away.
The adult females without crias share a huge pasture,
and as we head out there it is a Merlin daughter who repeatedly catches my eye, GNLC Spangles. Rick explained that
she is a full sister to GNLC Scorcher, a herdsire for RTC Llama
Ranch. She is one of the tallest animals in the field, has a very
long neck, and at three years of age still has some maturing to
do.
The VanHoosers own many GNLC animals from the
Rolfings’ other breeding lines as well. GNLC Shinola is a stout,
white suri by Dom’s Cordillero. They also have a Cordillero
daughter, GNLC Fringe. GNLC Frequency is a daughter of
GNLC Santiago.
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GNLC Mainstay

GNLC Shinola

GNLC Spangles

Merlin’s Mystique
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“GNLC
Southern
Branch”

GNLC Frequency and GNLC Spangles

GNLC Ikandy’s Flagship

GNLC Mariquita

GNLC Sabrego
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GNLC Aurora II

Merlin’s King Arthur
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GNLC Maraquita is one of their younger GNLC females. She is a large, flashy appaloosa by Eskalero and Ripcurl’s
Maggie Mae. The VanHoosers’ newest GNLC stud prospect is also out of Maggie Mae, and by Sijama Ikandy. GNLC Flagship
caught our eye when he was a cria at Great Northern, and Steve Rolfing indicated that he might keep him as a herdsire. He
also caught the eye of Rick, who was able to convince Steve to part with him.
Feeling the Heat
We talked about the struggles associated with raising animals in Texas. Sharon discussed the effect it has on their
show string, “In cold weather they grow better and they put on better fiber. If they’re fighting the heat it takes away from
their bodies ability to grow because they are putting everything towards fighting the heat. So our animals, the majority
of our animals, are smaller than what they are up North... it’s hard for us to keep up with these bigger animals that are up
North.”
Rick pointed out that their breeding season is different in the South, which causes some problems as well, “When we
have to breed and have our babies is so different. Ours are 5 ½ months going against 11 ½ months. But we can’t have them
during that time of year because you don’t want your female carrying it during the heat.”
Sharon discussed some of her herd management techniques during the summer, “I usually don’t feed in the
summertime until about 10 o’clock at night when l it cools off and then I may be down here from 11 to 12 at midnight
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hosing them down. Cause you want that body
temperature the coolest, they’ve got to cool
off at some point. And so if I hose them at that
point I can get that body temperature dropping.
Or even hosing the sand in my stalls to where
I can get a cooler temp on those feet to lower
their body temperature. Because their body
has to have a break from it at some point. They
can’t just keep building the heat. This is a Texas
thing... It’s a constant monitoring. Making
sure the misters are going. Making sure the
port-a-cooler is running. Making sure they are
all eating. That no one has diarrhea and that
everybody is staying cool. Because it doesn’t
take long for one to go down in this heat. Heat
stress is accumulative and that’s what a lot of
people don’t understand. They think, ‘Oh, one
day they just heat stressed.’ Well, did you realize
this animal has been working towards that for several weeks now, not just yesterday? July, August, and September are our
worst three months here because it’s been hot long enough that now they’re getting to the point that they are having
trouble handling it because they’ve been fighting it for so long. So you can have one go down on you real easy. A lot of it is
just monitoring. Keeping the stalls clean. Keeping the water fresh. Making sure the minerals are out.”
Wrapping Up
After the interview we left to eat some lunch, and when we came back it was starting to cool off some. The females
in the big field were out grazing again, having left their large shade trees. Sharon walked us around and talked about the
babies she might show or offer for sale. We saw her big obstacle course, and talked to her about her training techniques and
advice, “Everyone asks me how I get my animals to just stand there in the show ring. Well, I tie them out. It’s a horse training technique. Those young colts are tied out to teach patience. Just to stand there to teach patience... My obstacle animals
when I’m training them, I work them maybe 15 or 20 minutes, two or three times a week and just go walking. I do a lot of
walking with them. Trails are good, if you have access to trails.”
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In 2019, Sharon was elected to the ILR Board of Directors, giving her a chance to use some of her enthusiasm and
drive for improvement for the betterment of the broader llama industry. Sharon said, “I had a couple of people off the nomination committee call me and ask me about running and I said, ‘Well I’ve never thought about it, sure why not?’ I never
expected to get on the board. They said they were looking for people that were well versed in the industry and knew more
than just halter classes. I’d just come off the ILR Performance Committee in December, so I guess that’s what they call my
warm up for this. I’d never served a board position so I’m still new to it all and how it works and how it operates and what
all is involved in it and I know the emails fly constantly. Which I was kind of surprised to see that that much goes on in the
background. They like to keep the board covered nationally. And this area does need some help and some growth and some
work, and they want feedback from this area. I want to help the llama industry grow as a whole in Texas.”
The main thing I took away from our time at Triple V Ranch is that the VanHoosers take what they do seriously. They
go to shows to compete and to win. They certainly enjoy visiting with people, and consider their long trips to shows like
vacations, but they take their llama operation very seriously. Sharon is consistently working with her performance and halter animals so that they are shown to the best of their ability. She lets her years of experience as a horse trainer and exhibitor
guide her preparation. Rick pays attention to bloodlines; he knows what lines have been successful in the past and knows
what bloodlines he’d like to add to their program in the future. They both have an eye out for what judges are looking for
and where industry trends are headed. During our interview we talked about what colored animals seem to do best in the
show ring, Sharon talked about little idiosyncrasies her main show animals have and how she corrects them, and we talked
about fads of the industries past and what might be coming next. It seems as if the VanHoosers are really just hitting their
stride as breeders and llama exhibitors, and their top show animal, GNLC Sabrego, is producing his first offspring this year.
Triple V Ranch will be a program to watch in the years to come.
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Selective Breeding: A Case for Moderation
By Marty McGee Bennett
with Illustrations by Tani Adams

Editor’s Note:
This article was originally published in Llamas Magazine more than 20 years ago, during a different era in the llama industry.
It begins with a short story, which Tani Adams was kind enough to provide illustrations for.
The article (after the intro story) discusses various livestock breeds, including llamas. It is possible/likely that the trends of that time in Shar Pei
dogs, Pygmy goats, and horses have changed today.
In llamas for example the term “woollies” is used to describe heavy wool animals vs. the more common traditional/classic/ccara type. Today our
trends are different, but the principles discussed in the article are timeless. Immediately proceeding this article will be a companion piece Kyle has
written, “How Tall is Tall Enough”, which attempts to bring the ideas from this article into the llama industry of 2020.

Once upon a time there was a young
man named Yodel. Yodel was wandering
through the woods one day and he heard a
magical noise. He tried and tried but he
could not identify the noise. As he listened
the noise just seemed to make Yodel feel
awash with good feelings and peace. He
was so intrigued that he followed the noise
for several miles.
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He found himself in a
clearing in the middle of a
beautiful forest and to his
great delight he found that
a group of beautiful long
necked, long legged, graceful
creatures were making the
beautiful and soothing
noise that had captured his
attention.
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These creatures came in
any color you could imagine
from solid blue to pink spotted,
some were tall and thin and
others were shorter but they
all had big eyes they were
curious but not frightened of
him and he was immediately
captivated.
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Our young hero went
home very excited, returning
the next day with ropes and
treats and succeeding in luring
and herding them to his home.
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The more he got to
know about these wonderful
animals, that he began
calling Samalls, the more
he liked and admired their
aristocratic bearing and their
intelligence. The wondrous
noise that they made made
him feel good all day long.
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There was nothing better than
stretching out after a hard day and
listening to the soothing sounds of the
Samalls as they settled down to sleep.
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Yodel fed the Samalls well and
they reproduced and were easy to
keep and very healthy. Soon word
spread of the Samalls and very
soon everyone in his town wanted
to have one. Lots of people began
raising Samalls and soon there were
Samall clubs, and gatherings, and
shows.
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Yodel started putting his most unusual Samalls together and began
breeding for Samalls with the smallest daintiest heads and skinniest
longest necks because they really caught the judges eye. Pretty soon you
couldn’t take first in a decent Samall show unless your animal’s head was
smaller and it’s neck skinnier and longer than all
the rest of the Samalls in the class. Yodel was
one of the most successful breeders of Samalls and
his animals always did well in the shows.
		 It seemed like
you could always get
that head just a bit
smaller and daintier and
that neck skinnier and
longer. That was sort
of the fun of breeding
them- building a “better”
Samall.
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One night as Yodel was just drifting off to sleep he listened
for the beautiful and comforting sounds of the Samalls. He
didn’t hear anything, he listened harder...nothing, he strained
his ears and still no beautiful sound. In a panic Yodel jumped
out of bed raced to the Samall barns, crazy with worry,
thinking they had all wandered off through an open gate- but
it was worse. They were all still there! They were all milling
around in their beautiful Samall barn
looking at him with their beautiful eyes,
tiny dainty heads and long skinny necks
not making a sound.
Yodel felt like hell.... The end.
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Selective Breeding: A Case for Moderation (Continued)
Transparent it is, and certainly a bit over simplified, but if you talk with folks that have been involved in breeding other types of livestock this story has a familiar ring to it. Cattleman, horseman, shepards, and dog enthusiasts
can all point to instances of breeders “improving” the breed only to find that they lost much more than they gained in
their efforts. Llama breeders have always had to fill the gap of conventional wisdom about llamas by extrapolating
from the advice of other species and breeders. Perhaps we can learn more from other species than what kinds of
medications and supplements to give, how to train, or how to get ready for a show; perhaps we can learn how not to
breed ourselves out of the business. In doing research for this article I spoke with many breeders of animals, everything from chinchillas to Scottish Highland Cattle to pygmy goats and horses, I spoke with breeders as well as veterinarians. They were all concerned to some degree about selective breeding for characteristics that are not normally
selected for by Mother Nature.
Chinese Shar-Pei are the cute bundles of wrinkled puppies that are now a ubiquitous part of the American
scene. They made their first appearance in the United States in 1973. In the mid 70’s there were somewhere between 10-12 of these dogs in the United States, today their numbers exceed 16,000. According to the literature the
Chinese Shar-pei thrive on affection, their natural guarding instinct make them
reserved with strangers and protective as adults, but their quiet calm nature make
them a relaxed, dignified family dog. In addition the Shar-pei’s is one of the most
intelligent of all dog breeds, making them easy to train. Dr. Linda Tintle is a small
animal veterinarian in New York State and a breeder of Shar-pei. Linda did not
intend to specialize in Shar-pei the word has spread and now she has about 150
of these dogs in her practice. Linda used to think that the Shar-pei was the ideal dog for the suburbanite, calm, obedient, short coated, clean and easy to care
for and highly intelligent. She has been raising these dogs for almost 10 years,
but has recently decided to stop. When I asked her why, she told me, “I have a
very busy practice and time is a big factor but that wasn’t the only reason, I have
become discouraged because it is rare to see a healthy Shar-pei, being a veterinarian and sort of specializing in Shar-pei I see more problems than most breeders but there are many, many problems with the breed. There are still well mannered and healthy Shar-pei out there but unless you are lucky you won’t find one
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without doing some research and shopping around. There needs to be a certain
percentage of the population that are sound and normal and I am just not seeing
them.” When I asked Linda what brought the breed to this unhappy point she told
me, “In the beginning these dogs sold routinely for $3,000-$5,000. At these prices
every female and most males were entering the gene pool. In order to broaden the
market for dogs at these prices breeders began selling puppies on what become
known as the ‘AMWAY plan’. Using this marketing strategy a breeder would sell a
female for less money up front, instead of the full going rate the seller got the three
pick puppies out of the first litter. Using this plan breeders were subsidizing the
price of the dogs with puppies to be born in the future without regard to whether or
not these pups would be breeding quality.
As a breed the Shar-pei had two different problems. There were those problems
inherent in starting with such a small gene pool, but there was also the tendency of
breeders to breed to the extreme. With the price structure the way it was no dogs
were being eliminated from the gene pool and at the same time negative characteristics were being selected for. After all if someone wants a run of the mill D-O-G they will go to the pound. Most
people that are attracted to purebred dogs particularly to unusual purebred dogs are attracted to the bizarre and unusual, they want something that will stop traffic and be an extension of their own ego. When someone buys a puppy
for a good price, and it becomes a member of the family they feel that pup is special and it should be bred even if
it shouldn’t. Add to this the massive upsurge in interest in this breed because of the prices and what we ended up
with was a lot of brand new ‘backyard breeders’ entering the picture. These people however well intended knew
very little about what makes a good dog and even less about what makes a good Shar-pei. I am not necessarily
leaving the big breeders blameless, to be sure some of the worst breeding practices went on with the bigger breeders”.
As I interviewed breeders for this article I noticed many of them referred, most of the time wistfully, to the way
the breed used to look; the old style versus the new style. The shar-pei is no exception. Linda Tintle has seen the
breed change markedly in the years she has been involved in breeding them, she told me, “The Shar-pei of five or
six years ago was not heavily wrinkled as an adult, in fact they looked very different from the dogs you see today
and five years ago breeders did not see the huge volume of problems either. Breeders began selecting for heavier
and heavier wrinkling along with huge heads and small ears. Now we have a dog that is prone to ear and skin infections, breathing and eye problems associated with massive tissue in the head region, immune problems, hip dysplasia, and allergic dermatitis among other things.”
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Times have changed in the Shar-pei business. For one thing he prices have changed drastically. Linda told
me, “A dog that would have brought $5,000 dollars eight years ago will sell for maybe $1,000 today. Most professional breeders are heaving a sigh of relief as they see the backyard breeders lose interest in the breed. Given the
attendant veterinary problems associated with the breed it is difficult to make money selling the puppies even if you
are a larger breeder and I know of people that have bred shar-pei that cannot give the puppies away.”
Lynn Gatteri is a llama breeder but she has been in the business of breeding pygmy
goats for much longer. When I asked Lynn if she thought that llama breeders could learn
from the breeders of other species I got a resounding, “YES!!” Lynn has been breeding
pygmy goats for 13 years and was basically there when the pygmy goat business got off
the ground. She served as a Director of the National Pygmy Goat Association (NPGA) for
six years, has attended judges training conferences and has been showing her goats for
ten years. I asked Lynn if pygmy goats looked different now than they did when she started breeding them. “Pygmy goats originated in Africa and they foraged in part by jumping
up into the lower branches of trees. They were a long bodied agile goat, I can remember
ten years ago I was amazed at how they would just sail around the barn like they had
springs on their feet. That was a big part of their attraction for me. The NPGA breed
standard describes the goat as a small cobby compact animal, cobby is defined as short
legged and thick set. So what has happened is judges started picking shorter and smaller
goats. Today there is an ‘old style’ and ‘new style’ of goat. The new style of goat is much
smaller. The breed standard calls for not more than 22” at the shoulder for does. When I
first started showing eight to ten years ago most of my does were 20-21” now they are 17-18” and sometimes I worry if I am going to make the minimum of 16”. The sad part about this new body type is that they have lost their athletic ability, they are now short fat and lethargic. California is ‘well ahead’ of the east in their breeding, the goats out
there that are winning particularly the bucks are so short, overly muscled and fat that they cannot pick their heads
up, they are so thick through the neck that they roll their eyes from side to side to be able to see around them because their necks won’t move properly.”
The major problem according to Lynn and the most emotionally devastating is that many pygmy does can no
longer reproduce without trouble. The pygmy goat has gone from an animal that used to pop their kids out so easily
that the kid would go literally go flying. Now sadly, it is a different story. “I have grown to hate kidding time. I have
had over 100 kids in the years I have been raising goats and I used to have very few problems. Of the 10 breeding
does I have now three can no longer have kids and of those three two are grand champions. I have one doe out
there who looks just perfect, just what the judges are looking for. She lost her first set of kids because it took too
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long to get them out and the second set had to be cut out of her. I have never lost a goat to
old age, all of my losses have been to kidding problems.
These problems didn’t just happen overnight. The process was a gradual change and
we are just now starting to realize that many shorter, smaller goats in show condition simply
cannot have kids without problems. And if you don’t have them in show condition, which in
most cases means they will be overweight you don’t stand a chance of winning in a show.”
I asked if the breed standard had some basis in performance and she told me, “the breed
standard was based on function originally and it called for a goat deep through the barrel
unfortunately you can make a shallow goat look deep by over feeding so the incentive is to
overfeed, and to breed for a smaller and smaller goat. If there is one thing I would like to
see learned from the pygmy goat experience it is the dangers of overfeeding, it is true that
we have shortened the legs, the barrel and the overall size of the goat but overfeeding is
still one of the biggest reasons for kidding trouble and it is so unnecessary.”
In the pygmy goat world this state of affairs is not a secret, there have been numerous
articles written in the breed publications by both judges and veterinarians damning these
breeding and feeding practices, but judges are still pinning these type of goats. I asked
Lynn if she had any ideas about why these goats are still winning, she told me, “The goat
we have today looks like what we all wanted, but it is not performing like the goat we wanted, and it is very hard to let go of 10 years of selecting for body conformation even though
we are finding out now that it simply won’t work.” Like Linda Tintle, Lynn is contemplating
a move out of the business of breeding pygmy goats. “I love these goats and will always
have a few for my own pleasure but you can bet I am not keeping the champions. I have
been keeping a few of the old style goats around because I like them and those are the
ones I will keep for myself.”
Dr. Marvin Beeman is a veterinarian; he calls himself a horse doctor and in fact he has
been doctoring horses for 31 years. He is a past President of the American Association of
Equine Practitioners and the Colorado Veterinary Medical Association. He was chosen as
the Colorado Veterinarian of the Year, has been a horseman all his life and still rides with
the hounds in his native Colorado. He is well know in the horse circles for a presentation
entitled “Conformation and its Relationship to Unsoundness”. I had the opportunity to
listen to this fascinating talk and came away an increased appreciation for the horse and
more importantly for the impact of conformation on performance and the useful life of the
American Llama Magazine
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horse. Dr. Beeman started his talk by making the statement “Pretty is as pretty does.” He
pointed out that horses played an indispensable roll in the history of man in America not
unlike the roll of the llama in the South American culture. Under these circumstances
man had very little to do with the selection process. As Dr. Beeman put it, “Nature and
necessity were the judges who selected the horses to carry on the breed, their target
was fixed and their judging system foolproof. Now man has taken over, and selects
the horses to perpetuate the breed. He exerts his influence, his ideals, and whims,
which may or may not be in the best interests of the horse.” He pointed out that breed
associations, judges and breeders can, in a very few years, lose the traits that nature
took many years to build. To further make his point to this audience of horseman, he
borrowed from the dog world. He said “Take the cocker spaniel dog for instance, a lot of
people don’t remember but this dog used to be a fine hunting dog and now all most of
them do is whine, bite, and pee on your leg.”
He also had some words for the world of halter shows. He said, “To many breeders and
judges the best color is fat! There are many horsemen out there today who have never
seen a horse in fit physical condition. I remember one day a young man brought a polo
pony into my clinic. The pony was lame, but otherwise perfectly healthy he was in fit
condition but not overly thin. A woman who was also in the clinic waiting with her halter
filly said in a hushed voice to the young man ‘what is the matter with your horse can’t
he eat?’ In reality the polo pony was much healthier than the filly.” Dr. Beeman went on
to say, “Horses that don’t get worked, don’t get lame. There are horses that win at halter
that would never stand up to any amount of real work.” Dr. Beeman showed us a photo of
a horse standing outside of his clinic and told us, “This horse is a cripple. He has severe
navicular (navicular is a disease that is thought, at least in part, to be caused by faulty
conformation), but imagine this horse with three blankets on every night to keep his coat
slick, kept out of the sun for three months his dapples glistening, a hundred pounds overweight, standing in a flower garden, with an attractive person leading him and you have a
halter champion and in fact this horse was a halter champion.”
Having spent some time talking with breeders of other species I decided to talk with some llama breeders to
see if they thought we were blithely headed down the same path. Stephen Biggs has been raising llamas for over
ten years and was one of the first people in the country to enter the llama packing business. I asked Stephen if he
has noticed trends in the llama business in the ten years that he has been at it. He told me, “I definitely see a trend
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to smaller woolier animals. In many cases women are the ones who are initially attracted
to llamas, the larger llamas are a bit scarier and the woolies are cuddly and appeal more to
women. The prices being what they are people want the look that sells. They want to get
there in a hurry and many breeders are hybridizing and inbreeding. We are already seeing
the effects of inbreeding out here in California, leg problems, tendons not growing correctly
and pulling the foot back that sort of thing. There is an insecurity about llama people, maybe
because of the newness of it all. Perhaps it is because the industry is so small and news
travels so quickly. Whatever it is people are afraid to be left behind, they don’t want to be
outdistanced or outclassed. If wool is in everyone has to have wool. In many cases I think
woolies are more lethargic, less alert, less robust, and less intelligent.” Since Stephen is
one of the few breeders who also pack, I asked Stephen if he breeds his own pack animals.
He told me, “If I breed the kind of llama that is selling for higher prices I can sell one stud
quality male and buy ten packers. The characteristics that are most important for packing
are not the ones that are the most highly valued in today’s marketplace. The kind of llama I
am raising is not the kind of llama I would select for packing. I need a llama for packing that is larger, alert but calm,
intelligent with a get up and go disposition and I don’t need a particular type of wool, color or ear shape. If I was
raising packers I would have to put a higher priority on those characteristics essential for a packer, than on esthetic
considerations. I depend on llamas as my sole source of income and I have to raise what sells.”
Bobra Goldsmith is one of the industry’s most vocal proponents of the performance end of the llama business.
“I see no need to distinguish between show llamas and performance llamas; a show llama is a performance
llama. The problem I see with the wool fad is that balance and proportion are being ignored in favor of wool, many
superwoolies have the daschund effect, that is a long body and short legs often this goes along with a short neck. I
have also noticed that some woolies are not very ambitious, somewhat lethargic. I think I am also starting to see
feet that are too small for the animal.”
Bobra continued, “In the ten years I have been in the llama business I have noticed that people come to
the llama business with the baggage of their previous animal experience. When cattle people come to visit they
will point to a big wide llama and say ‘now that is a good llama!’ horse people will will look at a tall thin llama and
say that is a good one. I don’t know what kind of bone llamas need but I don’t think they need to have legs like a
piano. I am just trying to keep an open mind. People will look at a big wide llama and talk about lung capacity and
completely ignore the principle of heart girth. People are very concerned with ear shape. I really love the diversity
in ear shapes as long as they fit the animal and they can hear well. What is happening is that llamas are being
redesigned for the wrong reasons or at least for no real reason.”
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Bobra also told me she is starting to see things
turn around. “I had someone call the other day from a
southern climate who raises woolies and say they were
sick and tired of having to nurse every single baby that
hit the ground. When I see the big bucks that go into
poorly conformed animals I used to be fearful, but I really think there is a ground swell of people that truly want
good conformation and athletic performance animals.
People want to have a good looking animals but they
also want one who can perform.”
A llama is not a dog or a horse or a pygmy goat.
Everyone who loves llamas knows that there is simply
nothing quite like them. Unlike most other animals the
more llamas you have to a certain extent the nicer it is to
have them around. They don’t cost as much to feed, or
to house, they are easy to take care of, they have their
babies with little or no fanfare. We could change all that
if we are not careful. There is already an increase in
management problems associated with the additional
wool that we are breeding for and there seems to be an
increase in birthing problems associated with woolies
as well. Form as it relates to function is an important
concept even if we are not testing the limits of every
animal’s performance. Llama breeders might be better
off to study those animals that are good producers and
performers and learn to like that conformation than to
arbitrarily decide what looks good or cute, breed for that
and hope it works.
I began this article with a fairy tale of sorts I’ll
close by reminding llama breeders of another old fairy
tale... remember the one about the boy that killed the
goose that laid the golden egg.
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How tall is tall enough?

						By Kyle Mumford

A couple of years ago Jerrika and I offered a yearling
female for sale at a price I considered to be below her
market value. This decision was several months in the
making, as we sell most of our crias and hadn’t identified
this girl as a keeper. She is a gorgeous suri paint with exotic
fiber coverage and decent size. Her biggest drawback
was her personality; she was a hard one to train, taking
multiple halter breaking sessions to get past the freak-out
stage. She did eventually catch on, but her personality was
enough of a concern that I didn’t feel right about putting
her in an auction or selling her to a new llama owner. So
we kept her a bit longer than our other crias, and worked
with her frequently. Eventually I decided to offer her at
a reduced price with her personality in mind, to see if
another llama owner might be willing to take her on as a
bit of a training project. In my sales post I mentioned that
her personality was a concern, that she should only go to
an experienced llama owner, and I asked those interested to message me for more details. I very quickly received
several messages about this gorgeous female at such an affordable price. All of them had one question for me:
“How tall is she?”
This had me thinking, how tall is tall enough? Would it really be a good thing if this animal with a questionable
personality was hard to handle and tall? So I endeavored to publish this article as a companion to Marty Mcgee
Bennett’s Selective Breeding: A Case for Moderation, in hopes that we will all evaluate our breeding goals and each
answer this question for ourselves: How tall is tall enough?
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Pack Llamas
I think it makes sense to start with a group of llamas for whom size does
make a difference, pack llamas. A good sized pack llama with a solid
frame is important. However, exactly what that means is up for debate
in the packing community. Some would like to see them as big as they
can get them. They are endeavoring for draft llamas, very tall and large
framed. Others prefer a more moderate size.
For some packing breeders there seems to be a race to offer pack llamas
that are 50+ inches at the withers.
The North American Ccara Association, which bills itself as the “Registry
for Working Llamas”, requires a minimum of 43 inches at the withers.
Tom Seifert, President of the Pack Llama Trail Association, expressed his
opinion this way in a recent article about the PLTA in American Llama
Magazine Issue Two, “A future owner of llamas should not get caught up
in the size of your llama. One does not need a 52” llama (at the shoulder)
to pack gear. If you want something big, buy a horse. A llama will be far
gentler on the environment, and on your foot if he/she steps on it.”
All of this is to say that even among pack llama breeders there is some
debate over just how tall a llama needs to be.
Guard llamas
Many pet or guard llama owners prefer a more medium size in my
experience. They don’t want an animal that intimidates them with its
size. There can be an argument to be made that a taller guard llama
would be more intimidating to a potential predator, but it comes down
to what the potential buyer of that guard llama prefers. If they have five
acres and a few goats they might not want a llama that is nearing seven
feet tall.
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Show Llamas
This is another common reason to breed for tall
llamas. Height has been a trait breeders of show
llamas have prized for many years. A taller llama just
looks more elegant and impressive, and thus catches
a judges eye in the show ring. A certain height
requirement is not a part of the judging criteria for
llamas, but if you sit and listen to oral reasons at the
end of a class size is often mentioned by judges.
Personal Preference
The last reason to breed for tall llamas is a pretty
simple one, you just like tall llamas. I don’t plan to tell
anyone what they should or shouldn’t breed for. If you
like tall llamas I think you should go ahead and breed
tall llamas, but I do think tall llamas deserve some
extra scrutiny in certain areas.
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Things to consider when breeding for tall llamas:
Conformation
Bigger generally means heavier. That means more strain on joints and pasterns. A taller, larger llama also is likely to
have a longer back than a shorter llama, which could cause its top-line to break down sooner.
The scary thing about conformation is that when an animal breaks down early, at ten or twelve years of age, you
may have already kept multiple offspring or sold them to other breeding programs. This is why judges in halter
classes can be nitpicky about seemingly minor things like a small dip in a top-line or slightly spongy pasterns, these
flaws lead you to wonder what the animal might look like as they pass the ten year mark. Breeders of tall llamas
should be especially critical of flaws like these.
A Track Record of Longevity
As I re-read Selective Breeding: A Case for Moderation I was struck by Dr. Beeman’s quote,
“Horses that don’t get worked, don’t get lame. There are horses that win at halter that
would never stand up to any amount of real work.” It seemed particularly relevant to this
article. If you are inclined to breed for tall llamas, I would recommend lines that have been
proven to hold up through years of work on the trail. The Great Northern program seems
an obvious example, given that the majority of their animals trace back through decades
in their breeding program and their commercial pack string.
There are only a few specific programs that have used llamas as working animals for
generations, but you can still take a hard look at the family tree. How long did the llama’s
mother, father, aunts, uncles, and grandparents live? How late were they able to continue
to reproduce? Did they break down young, or were they still going strong into their late
teens?

“Horses that don’t
get worked, don’t
get lame. There
are horses that
win at halter that
would never stand
up to any amount
of real work.”

Behavior
A tall llama will have an easier time avoiding being caught. Some of them learn to stick their nose in the air, and in
some cases there is nothing you can do about it. Others can whip their butt around to avoid being caught, or use
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their weight to pull out of an arm hold. If a large llama learns bad habits it can be a lot harder to break them of it.
One aspect of behavior is certainly training. If that new cria you have is going to be four hundred pounds one day,
carefully consider the training that needs to take place with them so that their future owner, whether that is you
or someone else, can care for them properly. The other thing to consider with regards to behavior is the genetic
component. Some animals, like the one mentioned in the introduction to this article, just come into the world a bit
harder to train and work with. If you select for animals that are easier to train and less inclined to pick up the previously mentioned bad habits, then you can make your job a lot easier when training.

The breeding considerations listed above ought to be considered by breeders of llamas of
any size, but ignoring conformational or behavioral flaws in large breeding animals will
only amplify the potential problems.
Selective breeding is an extremely powerful tool. For an example
one needs only look at the world of dogs or horses that Marty
mentions in the previous article. Dog breeders brought us Great
Danes and Chihuahuas as well as bomb sniffing dogs and sheep
herding dogs. Horse breeders brought us Clydesdales and miniponies as well as racehorses and dressage horses.
A wise breeder will take a look at why they are breeding, and
will make decisions accordingly. If a horse breeder is looking to
provide animals as entertainment for children’s birthday parties
they probably shouldn’t focus on Arabians, even if they love to
watch them prance around the show arena. In the same way I
hope that all llama breeders take a serious look at the goals of
their program, and select animals for those goals in addition to
breeding for the betterment of the species. I hope that a part of
this thinking and goal setting includes the question, “How tall is tall enough?”
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Shaking Out the Cobwebs
The Importance of Preseason Conditioning
By Daniel Miller
Spring is my second favorite season. Second, of
course only to the very best season of the year, llama
packing season. For many of us with pack strings it
is time to think about getting back into the routine,
shaking off the cobwebs, and shedding the extra weight
we and our llamas put on through the winter. It is also
time to assess where each individual of the herd is
with their physical fitness to be sure that our llamas,
and ourselves, are as fit as possible going into the pack
season.
Since 2011, I have guided llama treks for five
different commercial outfitters. I feel privileged to have
had opportunities to observe and learn from some of
the very best in the llama packing industry. There are
as many ways to run a llama company as there are ways
to skin a cat. One common theme amongst the best
outfitters I have known, who care deeply about their
animals as well as the experience they are providing
their guests, is that preseason conditioning is of the
utmost importance. Many different factors go into how
and how much an individual or outfitter conditions
their pack string, and no two outfits do it the same. But,
all would agree that they do it with the intention of
giving their packstring as much potential for success as
possible. This means the llamas must be well-socialized
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with all sorts of people and animals, as well as physically prepared for the season. Pre-pack
season conditioning boils down to caring for our llamas and caring for the guests we take with us.
Prepping a pack string of healthy, happy llamas will lead to healthy, happy guests.
When I began packing in Wyoming in 2011, I thought I knew something about training
llamas coming from a 4-H background. I was, however, immediately blown away by the time
and energy three full time wranglers put into getting thirty-some packers not just trail ready but
bombproof. Lander Llama Company’s animals are in peak trail condition because they need to be
prepared for both leases and guided trips for seasoned and amateur llama packers alike. Going
out with diverse groups often gives these athletes an opportunity to be ambassadors for their
species, company, and a growing industry. At Lander Llama Company we spent over half our
working time in the month of June loading up the packers with panniers full of rocks and putting
in countless miles of training on a dirt road. Preseason conditioning successes are clear when
guided trips surpass expectations and llama leasers come back with glowing reviews for their
packing companions.
Swan Mountain Outfitters in Montana have shorter day treks available to people which
begin earlier in the season, enabling them to condition their packers for the multi-day trips which
begin later in the season. They work hard to prepare their herd pre-treks but early season day
hikes are invaluable trail conditioning. These miles are where the llamas are likely to be socialized with other trail users
whether they be horses, mountain bikers, dogs, or the occasional bear. Packers will be able to conquer all the challenges
of a trail, but in small doses as most day hikes are 5 miles or less and the packers are returned to their herd and pasture
nightly. By socializing the pack string in many different
circumstances this minimizes surprises to the llamas
when the season is in full swing.
Preseason conditioning is as much about
preparing the llamas to behave sensibly as it is about
physical fitness. Given the choice between going into
the backcountry with an athlete or a well behaved llama
with a good attitude, I would choose the well behaved
llama every time. I cannot stress enough that attitude
and demeanor are as relevant to a packer’s overall trail
fitness as physical ability.

“Preseason
conditioning is
as much about
preparing
the llamas
to behave
sensibly as it is
about physical
fitness.”
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Training and conditioning are different. Conditioning has a season and training is a
continuous thing. That said, preseason conditioning is an excellent time to continue training
up-and-coming packers and assessing their sensibilities. At the same time, it is the perfect
opportunity to gauge aging llamas’ fitness for the trail and consider if any need to be retired.
Preseason conditioning is the best time of the year to get to know each individual of the herd
again after a long winter and focus on their specific needs before the whirlwind of a pack season.
While throwing 25% of each llama’s weight on their back and walking them several miles
is the goal of preseason conditioning, I like to start slow. Beginning with light loads that are
awkward and noisy and only hiking a few miles, with a later transition to heavier loads with longer
days later works well. As many experienced llama handlers have learned, creating an experience
on the edge of the llamas’ comfort zones while not pushing them to the point of overly stressed or
exhausted is going to be the most effective over the course of their conditioning. While working
with many different herds, I have put every sort of training weight into panniers including rocks,
sand bags, water jugs, and propane tanks, but I have to admit the best training weight is always
beer. Some of my favorite days are spent conditioning my llamas. It is not a chore because I often
invite friends along and day hike different trails. Conditioning my animals is something I need to do to ensure a great
season but packing a lunch for my buddies or a regional trail crew makes it more of a main event and less of a prelude to the
summer multi-day treks I am dreaming of.
I also never turn down an opportunity to take a couple llamas out
of their comfort zone and somewhere new in my community. A confident
llama in a nursing home or school is a confident llama on the trail. Putting
your animals in as many different situations, different string orders, noisy
or awkward loads, terrain of all sorts, will help figure out what your llamas
are uncomfortable with. Be gentle, try to work them through it, but do your
best to be prepared because these moments might come up in the season
on the trail. The better you know your llamas the more likely you are going to be able to foresee trouble on the trail. The
more well conditioned your llamas are, the less likely there will be surprises in their behavior.
Whether taking a personal pack string out for just a few day hikes before your family’s summer treks, or prepping the
premier athletes of the llama world to work as part of a commercial outfit, the same purpose and importance of preseason
conditioning holds true. Conditioning is a calm before the storm. This is when you can prepare your llamas for success both
physically and mentally, assess each individual’s strengths and weaknesses, and have fun.

“Training and
conditioning
are different.
Conditioning
has a season
and training is
a continuous
thing.”
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Informed Buying and Ethical Selling
By Jerrika Mumford
A few days ago, a package showed up on my front porch. It was a
familiar box, one I’ve seen many times before, with a black symbol that is a
combination of an arrow and a smile. It was, of course, from Amazon. The
problem with this box, or maybe I should call it my “little Amazon problem”, is
that I had no idea what was in it. I don’t think I’m alone in experiencing this
issue, many of us shop online habitually and then forget what we ordered
until we open the box a couple of days later. Occasionally, I’ll be unsatisfied
with whatever I find in that box or wonder, “Why did I buy this again?” Luckily, I can tape up that box and ship it back for a full refund. Online shopping
is so popular these days because if we don’t like what shows up on our front
porch, we can return it with ease. However, llamas don’t show up on our doorstep in small boxes that can be easily
returned. Online purchases have gotten easier in the past several years between the rising popularity of online auctions, and the ability to share pictures and information with the swipe of a finger. With more and more transactions
happening online misrepresentation is bound to be an issue. So, how do we ensure we like the animal that steps off
the trailer? Every transaction has at least two parties, and while sellers should be expected to accurately represent
their animals, I also believe the buyer should do their due diligence. Both buyers and sellers often gain a reputation
over time, and both should strive to be reputable and honest. I hope to compel both buyers and sellers to follow
reasonable and ethical practices that will affect sales in a positive way and leave both parties feeling good about the
transaction.
In-Person Visits
Sellers should always be willing to accept an in-person appointment from a potential buyer to evaluate their
animals. The ability to evaluate an animal in person is the best way to see the animal’s strengths and weaknesses.
A buyer should request ahead of time if they can handle a specific animal, giving the seller notice to have the llama
caught before the buyer arrives. A buyer should walk the animal to see how it handles, and have the seller walk the
animal to observe movement and conformation. If performance training is a priority, ask if there are any obstacles
you can work with. When I visit a ranch, I always make a point to see more than just the animal I am considering. I
like to see the whole herd and the parents if possible. This gives me an idea of how well the animals are cared for,
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the overall quality of the animals they breed, and what
their breeding goals are. Most llama owners are happy
to show people around and answer questions. This can
be invaluable to both the new llama owner as well as
seasoned breeders. I also like to visit farms in the area
whenever I travel. If I book a vacation and find a breeder within a reasonable distance, I will often ask if I can
schedule a visit even if I have no intention at the time
to buy. This gives me a good feel for the breeder, and if
they have an animal come available for sale in the future, I will have an idea of the breeder’s practices. I have
found that many breeders are eager to “talk llama” and
show off their herd.
The Next Best Thing
In person visits are not always practical or possible. The next best thing is someone you know and trust
as a surrogate. I recommend someone who doesn’t
have anything to gain by the sale; a third party that is
neither the auctioneer, sale management, nor the owner.
This isn’t to say that those people would be dishonest,
just that they may have biased opinions. Finding someone unbiased will give
you the most accurate
representation of an animal. This is easiest to accomplish at live auctions,
where many breeders
and llamas are gathered.
Ask them questions about
movement, conformation,
handling, and if they can
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take a few quick pictures or videos for you. Often, you see one or two good pictures from the seller. These pictures
are often the animal at its best and may not be representative of the animal, so as many pictures as you can get will
be helpful.
When In-Person Isn’t Possible
There are many times that the only person you can ask questions to is the seller themselves. If this is the
case, spend time asking questions both about the animal and the herd. Ask them about health history, handling, the
parents, and if there is anything the seller would change about the animal. The buyer should consider the reputation
of the seller. Has anyone you know purchased an animal from them or sold an animal to them? How was their experience? The buyer should also request current photos from multiple angles, such as front, rear, and profile view. I
have even requested a photo of a llama’s bite; the seller happily obliged. Sellers should be willing to provide current
photos and be open to answering questions. Videos can also be helpful and are very easy to take with the technology most people carry in their pockets. Videos showing tracking from the front and rear, and a side view to see movement will give a good representation of the animal. Utilizing cell phone cameras is a big step forward in technology
that sellers should embrace.

Show Records and Genetics
Sellers should consider becoming a member of the ILR and/or ALSA, depending on which organizations they
show under. The ILR database is a great resource for potential buyers to look up pedigrees and show results. The
ILR makes it very easy to see the show history of a llama when the owner is a member of either the ILR or the ILRSD. A good show record will provide confidence to the buyer that other people have observed the animal in person.
Sellers can develop a good reputation by showing their animals, giving potential buyers the ability to not only see
their show history but also see their animals in person.
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Vet Checks
When transporting an animal from state to state, a vet check is generally required. This is, however, a very
simple check that usually consists of a FAMACHA, taking a temperature, and physical observation. These requirements vary from state to state, so it is best to contact your veterinarian for details on what is required. While these
minimum checks can be helpful to eliminate any obvious disease, a pre-purchase exam with the recommendations
set out in the article “Before You Buy,” by Charlene Arendas, DVM found in Issue Three of American Llama Magazine is a great resource for a detailed look at what a pre-purchase and breeding soundness exam should consist of.
Being an Ethical and Informed Seller
As a seller, it is good to stand behind your llamas. Being upfront and honest about any
flaws or past health issues will help buyers trust you. Providing recent photos and videos,
being open to visitors, and showing your llamas will help you develop a good reputation. Offering post-purchase support to your buyers will give buyers confidence that you care about
your llamas and your herd. I believe sellers should also do their homework on who they are
selling to. The same ideas apply to sellers that apply to buyers. If possible, a seller could
visit the farm where their llama is being sold to. If a visit can be arranged, the seller should
check to see if the buyer has an appropriate setup and if they are prepared to offer the care
the llama requires. A seller should also consider the reputation of the buyer. Similar questions should be asked of buyers as they are to sellers. Has anyone you know purchased
an animal from them or sold an animal to them? How was their experience? Knowing your
animal is going to a good home will provide peace of mind.
Being an Informed Buyer
Both new and seasoned llama owners should take steps to educate themselves.
Getting to know other llama breeders, finding a mentor, and consulting with veterinarians
and other llama owners will help you become an informed buyer and seller. Studying conformation and looking at as many llamas as you can will help develop your eye for what a
well-balanced llama looks like. Don’t be afraid or ashamed to ask questions. Eventually you
will find a good fit. There are many breeders out there to help you. If you don’t know where
to start, check the ILR website for llama associations and breeders near you, visit llama
shows, and reach out on The Llama Group on Facebook to find someone in your area.
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The Wild Llama
by Keith Payne
All Photos by Keith Payne

I am often reminded of the written words of LaRue W Johnson, Professor
Emeritus, Colorado State University “. . .the truly perfect camelids are those
that run wild and have emerged as champions in the struggle for survival of the
fittest. As such,they are characterized as animals having stamina, straight strong
limbs from the anterior view, and adequate angulation of the pelvic limbs from
the lateral view. Body proportionality in these animals definitely relates form to
function . . .”
But there is much more than simply the physical attributes of the
guanaco which have allowed it to survive in the harsh, unforgiving topography
and changing climate of the Andes mountains to become the dominant large
ungulate. Instincts, traits and intelligence have allowed the guanaco to be found
in the widest range, in diverse arid and semi-arid habitats from sea level to 4,500
metres (14,600feet) from Peru to Tierra del Fuego . The guanaco was to South
America what the bison was to North America and the springbok to Africa.
The estimated aboriginal guanaco population was 30-50 million when Europeans came to the Andes in the 1500s. Current estimates of surviving guanaco vary
but are generally in the vicinity of 500,000.
Prior to the Europeans, the guanaco battled climate change and predators.
With the Europeans came hunting and poaching, competition for prime grazing
from domestic stock, new disease, roads, fences, railroads, loss of access to water,
industry pollution, and so on.
The guanaco is recognized by the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES) as rare and endangered. When the guanaco is domesticated, it is known as a llama.
The series of articles to come are intended to provide llama owners with
an insight into the life of a wild llama, a life where decisions of life and death are
driven by instinct shaped by environment, climate and predators, both natural
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and man made. One constant through the centuries is the llama’s ability to adapt and its very survival has been dependent upon
this. It can be said that the llama’s strongest instinct is its determination to survive. Understanding how instincts and traits are
formed and adapted may assist today’s llama pastoralists to understand and care for their modern day llamas.
HOW THE WILD LLAMA REACTS TO PREDATORS
Wild llamas are social animals. There 3 basic types of groups:
1. A dominant adult male and 5-10 adult females
with their progeny
2. Bachelor male groups
3. A single adult male defending or seeking out an
area but without females
In some areas where the availability of feed is
seasonal there can be migratory large grouping of
females and males which will separate back into the
basic groupings above.
Social groupings are important as they will often determine the nature of response when a predator
is sighted. A dominant male will often issue an alarm
call or adopt a head and neck upright, ears erect, eyes
fixed, motionless posture, either of these sufficient to
alert his girls to the danger and allow them to initiate
flight. Rather than flee, he will keep the predator in
vision and only flee once an attack is launched. BUT, the male will alter this dependent upon varying factors such as vegetation
cover, topography cover, number and age of youngsters in the herd, etc. A herd with youngsters may initiate flight over a greater distance and after a shorter assessment period than a larger group without young. An alert signal may be initiated sooner in
steeper sloped country with irregular topography and higher vegetation cover than a location which affords greater observation
of a predator’s movements.
Solitary males will react earlier and flee further than groups of llamas. In fact the greater the number of llamas in a group
the more tolerant the llamas are of predator approach before they commence their flight.
Llamas use sight as their principal method to detect predators. The puma is a silent hunter with a talent for using vegetation and topography cover and the llama is intelligent enough to respect a predators practice of approaching from down wind.
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The manner in which llama react to the presence of predators is critical for its survival. The type of vegetation, i.e. height
and density of shrubs/bushes, is very important for observing the approach of a predator. Topography also plays a similar role
as ravines, gullies etc. all provide a predator with cover for unseen stalking. Availability of an escape corridor in areas of rough
terrain is an important factor in a males selection of a sedentary home for his harem.
The most important predator is the puma, which relies on stealth, vegetation and rock cover to approach within 20-30 metres before launching an attack. It does not try to run down its prey.
Pumas were responsible for 70 – 80% of guanaco kills and have been the most natural llama enemy for many, many years.
Culpeo fox are a threat to very young cria/chulengo only. Packs of feral dogs have become a dangerous threat to guanaco, especially very recently in Peru. They, like the culpeo will try to ‘run down’ their prey, quite different from the non pursuit tactics of
the puma. Culpeo will launch an attack against a female and her very young cria, intending to separate the cria during a prolonged pursuit.
The arrival of humans has introduced a new predator, early on hunting with spears and then arrows and more recently
with weapons that can kill from great distance. With the hunters (and poachers) have come roads and fences which cut through
traditional wild llama migration routes – followed by their domestic stock: sheep, cattle, horses, donkeys, etc. Traditional watering holes around which grazing and travel movements
were dependent have been closed off by humans. Many
farmers consider the guanaco to be a menace to their domestic animals.
The larger the group of llamas, the less vigilant they
are individually in regard to the detection of a predator.
Large groups allow faster detection and increase the individual possibilities of escaping. The term “cooperative
vigilance” is used to explain this aspect of predator surveillance.
There are no pumas on the island of Tierra del
Fuego although the culpeo fox is active there. But the
greatest predator risk comes from ranchers, forestry interests and poachers. The wild llama has only very limited
resources to counter this threat apart from avoidance. As
the ‘safe’ territories continue to be reduced, the prospects
for surviving guanaco also are reduced.
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WHY SURVIVAL OF THE WILD LLAMA IS IMPORTANT
Over the centuries, from its beginning as a double coated, full shedding, fine fibred athlete of uniform colouration there have
been almost constant efforts to alter it. It has been bred to have a single coat, it has been bred for different colours (for sacrifice),
it has been crossed with alpaca (to increase fibre quantity and add crimp), it has been bred for size (for the meat market) etc. And
the resulting varied fibre types from these efforts have been allowed to interbreed such that today’s llama is indeed often a far cry
from the original first domesticated animal. David Browman, Dep’t of Anthropology, Washington University recently commented “ ...it is felt that the modern llama is essentially a kind of mixed breed combination of the earlier distinct llama varieties...”
But whether today’s llama breeder is interested in an athletic packer carrying a load in the hills, an impressive looking head turner for the show ring, a producer of quality fine fibre or simply a rewarding companion, the llama is capable of all these things. But
the critical feature is that we still have the original wild llama fending for itself in the Andes. It is here where we can still find the
dominant genetics on which the breed has been formed.
This is very unique. Those original genetics are critical for breeders who wish to restore original breed conformation and vitality
to their herds.
Of course, many will simply prefer the look of a hybridised llama. Many others prefer the long fibred fancy sheared look of the
show llama while still another group may be content with the social nature of a companion llama. But a growing number of professional llama breeders are finding the availability of new genetics harder to come by. And they are beginning to look to the wild
populations.
The next article in this series will delve deeper into
feeding habits of the wild llama. How it has adapted to
climate change, reduced safe grazing areas and having
to share territory with domestic stock such as sheep,
horses, cattle, donkeys etc.
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About the Artist
I live in a small town in
the PNW. I traded my
heels for muck boots in
2008 when my daughter
was gifted an alpaca and
we were introduced to
the WSU 4-H program.
Soon after I became
Click here to see my
a 4-H leader and the
newest T-shirt Design!
opportunity to meet with
the amazing people in the
world of llamas inspired
my artwork. My style has
a touch of humor with
underlying truth about
llamas. If you have any
requests for my artwork or
would like to commission
me to draw one of your
llamas please contact me at
tanisllamas64@gmail.com.
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PACKING YOUR FLEECE FOR SHOW COMPETITION
		
		

steps for shipping fleeces to far-away shows
By Gladys Moritz and the ILR-SD Fleece Committee

Taking the plunge to send a shorn fleece for competition is actually a lot of fun; besides you have to shear them anyway so
why not make the most of that work, right?
It is less costly than actually gong to the show. You gain invaluable information about your llamas fleece because you get
the score card returned to you with the fleece.
No hotel or food costs, no vet fee for the health certificate, time spent driving, wear and tear on your llamas and you get to
compete against llamas from across the country. What could be better?!
GIVE IT A TRY!
SUPPLIES YOU WILL NEED:
• A shipping box
• 1 clear or black trash bag to ling shipping box
• 1 clear tall kitchen bag – 30 gallon
• 1 ILR Shorn Fleece ID Tag – available on the ILR Show Division Site
• 2 pictures of your llama – 1 before shearing – 1 after shearing, on back
of photo-Llama name, age, farm name or include farm business card.
Photos will be displayed after fleece judging with the fleece.
• White tissue paper to lay your fleece out on
• Scotch tape
• Your skirted show fleece
Right:
Skirting Basket

SHIPPING BOX
Assemble your shipping box being sure to securely tape it. Now place
the clear/black plastic trash bag inside the box. Set aside for later.

Fleeces should be
skirted prior to
entering them in
competition. For
more advice on
this read Terese
Evenson’s article in
Issue Two of ALM.
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PREPARING YOUR TISSUE PAPER
Because I am sending Mini Llama fleece I use 4 sheets of tissue paper
for my fleece. You may need to use 6 – 8 depending on the size of your
fleece.
I first tape a top half and then a bottom half together and then join both
halves together. Be sure to flip sheet over and tape that side as well. DO
NOT use big long strips of tape, as it makes the tissue sheet to hard to
fold. I use 1-2 inch pieces spaced out.
LAYING OUT YOUR PREPARED FLEECE
Lay your skirted show fleece out on the tissue paper with cut side down.
I lay my fleece out on the tissue paper with the cut/sheared side down. I
usually start this process at least a week out from my shipping date so that
I can let a small oscillating fan (on low) gently fluff my fleece for 2-3 days.
You will be amazed at how much debris and second cuts will appear when
you do this. Yes, I know you fully check for this when you did your fleece
skirting. I promise it is worth including the fan fluffing step to bring these
hidden enemies out!

WRAPPING UP YOUR FLEECE PACKAGE
Fold one side of the tissue paper over your
fleece and smooth it so it lies flat. Now fold
the opposite side of the tissue paper over
your fleece and smooth until flat.
Next fold each of the ends over and then
fold in half.
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PLACING WRAPPED FLEECE IN BAG
Take your wrapped fleece and gently slide into the clear
plastic tall kitchen bag. Position in a lower corner of the bag
and then place your filled out Fleece ID Tag with the Llama
pictures and farm business card with the lower end of tag
folded towards the back side. Slide two llama pictures and
business card into the fold of the tag and slide the tag inside
the bag on top of the wrapped fleece so that the llama name
is visible through the bag. This makes fleece check in at the
show easier.
FINAL STEPS
Squeeze air out of your fleece bag (don’t worry it will fluff
up once bag is opened at the show – promise!). Now place
your prepped fleece into shipping box and any other fleece
you are shipping. Be sure to also include any return shipping
instructions you might have along with printed address label
for return shipping your fleece. Be sure to make a label that
has the address you are sending the fleece to.
Okay … you are done and ready to race out and ship your
fleece!

In Loving Memory
		

Of

Up to Grace
“Gracie”
4/23/16 to 11/2/18

Learn more about PEM and Camelids!
It can affect other large animals too!

Overview of Polioencephalomalacia
www.merckvetmanual.com/nervous-system/polioencephalomalacia/
overview-of-polioencephalomalacia
Thiamine Deficiency Induced Polioencephalomalacia (PEM)
www.bagendsuris.com
Polioencephalomalacia in a llama
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2387269/

Does Your Vet Know
About PEM?
Information provided by
Becky Cleveland
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July 10-12th, 2020
Hidden Oaks Llama Ranch
Estacada, Oregon
Judges Mark Smith & Tor Sorensen

Llama Show

Make plans to camp out & enjoy the
weekend with new and old friends
For more information visit:
volcanoviewranch.com/happycamper

Buy a T-shirt or sweatshirt to
support our show!
Options include many
different styles, sizes, and colors.
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Visit to purchase:
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The Camelid Eye
By Charlene Arendas, DVM

Big beautiful eyes and lashes are such a striking feature on our llamas and
alpacas, and it becomes painfully obvious when one is injured. The squinting,
thick discharge running down their face, and red inflamed tissues are pretty
dramatic and scary! The eye can be a very unforgiving tissue to deal with, and
addressing an eye problem sooner rather than later can make a giant difference
in the outcome. Ideally, you should call your vet ASAP for eye injuries. But in
the meantime, we’ll talk about some things you can do while you’re on the road
at a show or waiting for you veterinarian to become available.
Think of the eye as a gelatin-filled sac, where the outermost layer is called
the cornea. Suspended in the gelatinous center is the hard disc-shaped lens,
surrounded by a delicate circle of muscular tissue known as the iris. The iris
either contracts or dilates to control the pupil size and how much light enters
the eyeball. The camelid iris contains little frills on its inner edges. The eyelids
surround the eye and can open to allow vision or close to protect it. The inner
layer of the eyelid is known as the conjunctiva and is a moist pink protective
tissue – it is what you observe when doing FAMACHA scoring on your animals.
Camelid’s long eyelashes help keep excessive dust and dirt out the eye in the
first place. Most llama eye injuries involve the cornea (scratches/ulcers) or
eyelids (lacerations).

Common Eye Conditions

Conjunctivitis: Simply put, this means “inflammation of the conjunctiva” (the
pink part of the inside of your eyelid). The tissue tends to get very bright pink,
glistens, and swells in size, sometimes obscuring your view of the eyeball itself!
Anything can cause inflammation – dust particles, a chemical splashed into the
eye, a foreign object, an infection with a bacteria/virus, allergies, or even a growing tumor. Although it’s not a specific diagnosis, conjunctivitis tends to be itchy
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& painful, so we usually administer pain medications to the animal such as Banamine (flunixin).
Once a more thorough exam of the animal has been done, we may have a better idea of the
cause. Maybe all that is required is a good flushing of the eye to remove any irritants and some
ointment to relive itch. Perhaps if an infection is suspected, an antibiotic would be helpful. If the
conjunctivitis is irregular or nodular-looking, maybe there is actually a tumor growing and it needs
biopsied. The main point is that really anything can cause conjunctivitis!
Corneal ulcer/injury: The cornea is a thick outer “skin” of the eyeball. It is tough, but it can be injured! An animal that walks into a sharp branch, rubs its face on a pine tree, or gets an object stuck
in the eye can be at risk for an injured cornea. Most times, when the cornea is injured or ulcerated,
you will see a white foggy/cloudy area on the surface of the eye centered around the injury, and
the animal will usually squint some. This is called corneal edema, and is inflammation within the
cornea. Corneal injuries need treated quickly, before they progress through the layers of the cornea and break into
the eyeball itself. Many times these will begin to heal quickly with an antibiotic ointment such as Terramycin applied
4-6 times a day for several days. However, if the animal seems to be getting more painful and the eye is not improving quickly, there is danger of the ulcer penetrating deeper, ultimately causing rupture of the eye. At times, some of
these animals with bad ulcers/injuries need 3-4 different eye medications given every few hours. It can get labor-intensive pretty quickly, so never delay in seeking a vet’s help to try to avoid losing vision with permanent scarring of
the cornea or worse - lose an eye!
Uveitis: Frequently seen in crias, uveitis is inflammation within the inner eyeball. It can appear as a haze or fogginess within the eyeball itself, NOT on the surface of the eye. The inside of the eyeball can have a grayish or bluish
color to it, and sometimes vision is affected. Uveitis is usually caused by a systemic disease such as sepsis seen in
crias, viral infections, and there may be some other systemic diseases that can cause it as well. It usually indicates
that there is illness going on elsewhere in the animal. Many times, uveitis is treated with systemic medications such
as injectable antibiotics, but may also be treated with topical steroids and medications to alter the pressure within
the eye.
Cataract: Usually seen in older animals, but occasionally can be an inherited trait in a young cria. A cataract is a
disease of the lens – the thick disc suspended in the center of the eye. The lens is usually clear, but with a cataract
it becomes opaque/white and affects vision. It generally is not a painful condition, but do keep in mind that animal
has compromised vision. In dim lighting, it may be difficult for them to navigate through the barn and they may be
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reluctant to walk into dark areas. Occasionally, there can be complications from cataracts, but typically you will begin
to notice signs of eye pain if that ever occurs. Some universities may offer cataract surgery for camelids – where the
lens is replaced with a new synthetic lens – just like in people!
Glaucoma: This is an increase of pressure within the eye and can become quite painful as time goes on. I have not
personally had any cases of glaucoma in camelids, but it can occur. In severe cases, the eyeball itself can even appear bulging or enlarged, and the whites of eyes can become reddened. A veterinarian can take pressure readings
of the eyeball if this condition is suspected and prescribe glaucoma drops that help lower the pressure.
Foreign Body: Our camelids are curious critters and they love to investigate things in their environment. They
also like to rub their head in hay and sometimes on trees/bushes, and love to stand facing the cool breeze of a fan.
Sometimes, while doing these activities, a particle of “something” can get stuck to the eyeball and work its way under the eyelid. You know what it feels like – it’s happened to all of us – a piece of hay, dirt, even a bug. It drives you
insane, your eyes tear up, and you want to rub at your eyes furiously. Flushing out the eye copiously with sterile
saline can help get a foreign object out of the eye. Sometimes, you even need to pull the eyelids back somewhat to
see it. If it’s in there really deep, your vet may need to sedate the animal and apply numbing eye drops to thoroughly
examine the crevices of the eyelids and conjunctiva to remove any foreign
material with forceps. In most instances though, a good flush with saline
will do the job. However, if the object has been in there awhile and rubbed
against the cornea a lot, antibiotic ointments may be required to treat any
corneal ulcer/abrasion or conjunctivitis.
Rupture of the eye/globe: Although we hope it never happens to us,
chances are we all know someone with a camelid who was playing or running through the pasture and a stick punctured right through the eyeball.
This is a painful emergency and needs dealt with immediately. Chances
are, the eye probably cannot be saved. However, if infection is kept to a
minimum, most livestock do well after enucleation (removal of the eye). In
some cases, a prosthetic eye can be placed if a cosmetic appearance is
desired. Otherwise, the eyelids can be sutured together over the area to
heal, but it may have a slight “sunken in” appearance.
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Retrobulbar masses/abscesses: “Retrobulbar” means “behind the eye”. So imagine, if an abscess or tumor started to grow behind your eyeball, it would begin to push the eyeball forward and out of the socket as it grew in size.
The eye may look like it is bulging or protruding or even just appear bigger than the other eye. Abscesses would be
more common in a younger animal, or one with some sort of facial/jaw/sinus infection or injury. We would be suspicious of a tumor moreso in an older animal. Your veterinarian will use clues from the history and physical exam as
well as possibly even an ultrasound probe on the eye or skull x-ray to help determine what is going on. In the case
of an abscess, hopefully proper antibiotic therapy and draining the abscess will be curative. In the case of a tumor, if
it is only contained within the eye socket and eyeball, enucleation (removal of the eye) may be curative. More extensive tumors might have a poor prognosis.
Nasolacrimal duct blockage: The nasolacrimal duct is a narrow pipeline that runs from two openings (lacrimal
puncta) in the inside corner of the eye to a single opening in the inner aspect of the nostril (nasal puncta). Its purpose is to drain excess tears from the eye. When a blockage of the duct occurs, the common symptoms that you’ll
notice is constant accumulation of tears and thick mucus in the eyes and running down the face on the affected
side. This is usually noted as a chronic weepy eye, one that has not previously responded to topical eye medications or other treatments by your vet.
There are 2 common ways a blockage can occur. 1) Some cria can be born with a congenital condition called
“nasal puncta atresia”. Basically, this means that the duct opening in the nostril never formed properly and thus it
cannot drain tears. Most commonly, the nasolacrimal duct is present and all that needs to be done is for your veterinarian to insert a cannula down into the duct from the eye, then incise over where the opening should be. This will
be done under sedation and sometimes require a small stent to be temporarily sewn into place to keep the new hole
from healing shut. This is a quick procedure but requires excellent lighting and possibly magnifying loupes, and the
animal to remain very still. Other versions of improper development of the nasolacrimal duct and its openings can
also occur. It is unknown if it is a genetically inherited trait, but one should always consider that a possibility in any
newborn cria abnormality. 2) The other type of nasolacrimal duct blockage are the ones that typically occur in everyone else besides young cria. Sometimes, after an eye infection, thick accumulations of cells, bacteria, and mucus may drain into the nasolacrimal duct and become lodged. This prevents the continuous flow of tears and thus
the “chronic weepy eye” occurs. The treatment involves sedation and passage of a small catheter into the nasal
puncta, which your vet will then attach a syringe and flush saline up the duct until the blockage becomes dislodged.
The saline will begin to flow out the lacrimal puncta in the eye and your llama will literally begin to shed “tears of joy”
as the saline sprays out! Your vet may prescribe topical eye medication for several days to help keep the duct free
of infection.
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Summary:
The takeaway point of this article is: camelid eyes are prone to injury & infection. Keep some sterile saline on hand
at home to at least begin to flush out an eye. Also, another good medication to keep on hand is the over the counter
antibiotic eye ointment Terramycin. If you have eye medications from yourself or another animal that may contain a
steroid such as DEXAMETHASONE, HYDROCORTISONE, OR PREDNISOLONE (or if you
aren’t sure what is in it) – DON’T USE THEM UNLESS YOUR VET TELLS YOU TO! Steroid
eye medications can cause corneal injuries to worsen, and can also cause PREGNANT FEMALES TO ABORT. However, there ARE times where a steroid may be needed, just let the
vet make that call. A simple condition in an eye can progress very quickly, so I recommend
that you get your vet out ASAP for any eye problems!
FUN FACT: What are the “frills” inside a camelid’s eye? They are called IRIDIC GRANULES (aka GRANULA IRIDICA, PUPILLARY RUFF, or CORPORA NIGRA), and they are
part of the iris (colored part inside the eye). In bright sun, these frilly edges can come togeth- Photo Credit:
Stephen Purdy/RMLA.com
er and interlock to completely cover the center of the pupil to protect it from the bright light.
This is thought to be an important trait considering the amount of UV light exposure at the
high altitude at which the camelids originated. Cattle, horses, and sheep also have different versions of them!
Photo Credits:
Stephen Purdy/RMLA.com
Merckvetmanual.com
Veterinary Techniques for Llamas & Alpacas, Anderson et. al.

About the Author

Char Arendas is a veterinarian in Ohio. She got her first llama
as a 4-H project in 1995, and her family’s herd is currently
home to 40 llamas and 16 alpacas. She and her mom have run
the Llucky Llamas 4-H Club since 2001. Char is on the board
of directors for the Llama Fiber Co-op of North America and is
the president of the Ohio River Valley Llama Association.
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Spacey Acres Llama Ranch
“Our llamas are out of this world”

Woodstock
12 yrs
Soon to be gelded

Available
Llamas

Debbie & Char Arendas
Lowellville, Ohio
SpaceyAcresLlama@aol.com
Find us on Facebook!
(330) 774-2513 Call or Text
American Llama Magazine

Ducati
4 yrs.
Gelding

Cowboy
20 mos.
Gelding
Black Betty
2.5 yrs.
Pet Female (39” withers)
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Our First Llama
by Amy Mings, of Maison de Mings
We may be new to “llama life,” but have quickly come to appreciate their
quiet, gentle and affectionate demeanor. Adding a llama to our farm was a
natural choice since we already had Olde English “Babydoll” Southdown
sheep. With smaller farm animals, safety has always been upmost importance.
My husband and I built the fencing ourselves and while we felt it was secure,
we knew we should also consider adding a large guard dog or llama to the
farm. Did you know that llamas can instinctively bond with other animals and
provide a high level of protection from predators like a coyote? After talking
to other sheep owners, we decided a llama would be the best option for us.
We loved that they would eat the same things as our sheep and we were lucky
enough to find a llama that had previously been with Southdowns.
I first connected with Mr. Smith from Mark Smith Farms through “The Llama
Group (LMG)” Facebook page online. He had posted a few males for sale
and after I discovered his beautiful farm was
within a day’s drive, we decided to make the
road trip from Illinois to Indiana. Last minute,
my husband was unable to go, but my girls and
I made the best of it.
Mark & Susan Smith were so welcoming and allowed our girls to observe
their many animals and even lead the llama we were interested in – MSF
Blue Sky. We purchased him on the spot and arranged to pick him up a few
weeks later.
Our new llama has stolen our heart. To our surprise, he doesn’t take a lot of
work to maintain, and for an outdoor animal, he doesn’t smell bad either.
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He has instinctively stepped up to his role as a protector and I often find our sheep huddle up with him.
In our area, it is definitely not common to raise babydoll sheep, ducks or own a llama, but we wouldn’t
have it any other way. It seems like our favorite days
are ones spent outside watching the animals interact or our girls helping care for them. We are always
learning something new and I love that we get to do it
together as a family.

About the Author:
Established in 2016, Maison de
Mings is a lifestyle brand founded
by Mat and Amy Mings from Raleigh, Illinois. “Maison” is French for
house, so the name of their blog
means the “House of Mings.” They
love traveling abroad to Provence
and collecting French antiques.
Over the last few years, they have been renovating their
mid-century Bedford stone home and continually strive
to bring a bit of France to their country life. This husband and wife team loves all things DIY and believes in
hard work. Their objective is to combine their passion
for the timeless elegance of the Côte d’Azure with the
rugged simplicity of rural America. Amy is the designer
and creative force and Mat brings many of her ideas to
life. In 2019, the couple expanded into hobby farming:
Olde English Babydoll Southdown Sheep, Jumbo Pekin
Ducks and a MSF Llama are now part of the bustling
activity of Maison de Mings.
To follow along, visit their website:
www.maisondemings.com
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SNAPSHOTS
OF YANA

Editors Note: As spring is arriving, and with it new
crias, Becky was kind enough to share this poem
about one of her special crias from years past.

By Becky Bartholomew
So soon after birth
he smiles through downy lashes
and soft llama eyes.

He pronks! straight up! too
young! to pronk! and yet he pronks!—
a phenomenon—

Small dark form, chest out,
ears up in the evening light,
taking in his world.

Nips his brother’s rump
then runs behind his mother—
already a rogue.

He learns his lessons
mimicking the others' moves—
wisdom from the womb.

Peers up at Bandit,
lord of the field, who bends and
touches Yana’s nose.

He kicks his heels,
tears breakneck across the field,
joyous at the day.

He joins the courtly
llama march, filing singly,
stately to the barn.

Cushing, suddenly
he leaps behind his mother:

Legs like a giraffe’s—
neck that sprouts an inch a day—
too soon he’ll be grown.

big truck bellows by.
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Thank you for reading!
Thank you to our contributors: Marty McGee
Bennett, Tani Adams, Char Arendas, Keith
Payne, gladys moritz, dan Miller, Amy mings,
becky bartholomew, ron wilkinson

Thanks again to our advertisers and our issue four sponsors
Rick & Mary Adams, Cameron Thornberg, Steve & Sue Rolfing,
Mark & Susan Smith, Clark & Sonya Salisbury, Cascade llama
sale, and Wil & Sherri Tallmon.

Summer 2020 Dates
Advertising/Submission deadline: 9-1-20
Publish Date: 9-20-20
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Thank you to the Vanhoosers for spending the day with us in
Texas!
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